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Advanced Degrees Conferred at Cornell University
During the Twentieth Century with
Major Fields in Agricultural Economics

At the time that Warren Hall was dedicated in 1932, Professor George Warren and the faculty committee in charge of the celebration prepared a summary of all the advanced degrees that had been awarded in farm management, marketing, rural economy, and agricultural economics until that time. This short publication was distributed at the dedication and a copy was placed in the cornerstone of the building.

This report begins with the listing as presented in the summer of 1932 and then continues with all the degrees conferred by Cornell University through the summer of 1999 for whom the major professor was someone located in agricultural economics. Insofar as possible, this is a complete listing based on information from card catalogs in Mann Library, past issues of News Notes, and department records. In most cases there is a copy of each thesis on file in Mann Library.

B. F. Stanton
October 1999
**Advanced Degrees Conferred in Rural Economy, Farm Management and Farm Crops, Farm Management, and Agricultural Economics and Farm Management**

**1909-10**

Burritt, Maurice C., “An Apple Orchard Survey of Monroe County”, MSA, Wilson & Lauman

**1910-11**

Gilbertson, Henry W., “The Marketing of Farm Products”, MSA, Warren & Lauman
Kutchback, Harold N., “The Cost of Living on the Farm”, MSA, Warren & Wing

**1911-12**


**1912-13**

Alfred, Charles E., “Farm Labor”, MSA, Warren & Lauman

**1913-14**

Dwinelle, Ellis V. K., “A Cost Account for One Year on a New York General Farm”, MS, Warren, Wilson, & Gilbert

**1914-15**

Dadisman, Andrew J., “A Study of Labor in Crop Production in West Virginia”, MS, Warren & Willcox
Stewart, Rupert L., “A Study of Labor Incomes of Typical Counties in Various Sections of the United States with Special Reference to Rainfall and Distance to Market”, MS, Warren & Rice

**1915-16**


**1916-17**

Musgrave, George W., “A Study of the Agriculture of Twenty Counties in Pennsylvania”, MS, Livermore & Lyons
Peacock, Walter M., “Factors Influencing the Cost of Potato Production in Clinton and Franklin Counties, NY”, MS, Montgomery & Warren
Roper, Frank A., “Some Factors Influencing the Profitableness of Farming in Clinton and Orange Counties, NY”, MS, Livermore, Wing & Young
1916-17

Phillips, Cyrus G., “An Agricultural Survey of Nebraska”, MS, Livermore & Lauman
von Schenk, Kurt, “The Significance of von Thunen’s Law in Rural Economy”, MS, Lauman, Usher, & Reed

1917-18


1918-19

Myers, William I., “An Economic Study of Farm Layout”, PhD, Livermore, Thompson, Wing, Willcox, & Young

1919-20

App, Frank, “Farm Profits and Factors Influencing Farm Profits on 370 Potato Farms in Monmouth, NJ”, PhD, Warren, Misner, Knudson, & Montgomery
McCord, John L. E., “Some Results from a Farm Management Survey of 37 Farms in Jefferson County, PA”, MS, Misner & Savage

1920-21

Noble, Clarence V., “The Cost of Living in a Small Factory Town”, PhD, Livermore, Warren, Davenport, & Savage
Peterson, Guy A., “Land Tenure and Farm Leases in the United States”, MS, Warren & Davenport
Gagne, Charles, “Cooperation in French Agriculture”, MS, Lauman & Warren
Horn, Paul V., “Some of the Factors Influencing the Spreads in Prices between Retail Cuts of Meat”, Boyle & Misner

1921-22

Norton, Laurence J., “An Economic Study of the Production of Canning Factory Crops in New York State”, PhD, Warren, Myers, Davenport, & Boyle
Young, Ernest C., “A Study of the Movement of Farm Population”, PhD, Warren, Savage, & Young
Gillett, Roy L., “A Study of Farm Labor in Seneca County, NY”, PhD, Myers, Davenport, Bizzell, & Lyons
Pearson, Frank A., “Agricultural Prices”, PhD, Warren, Davenport, & Boyle
Illig, Rudolph F., “A Study of the Western New York Fruit Growers Cooperative Associations”, MSA, Babcock & Stewart
Stacy, William H., “The Economics of Pork Production”, MS, Myers & Boyle
Vaughn, Richard O., “Cotton Production in the United States and the Relation of Production to Price”, MSA, Misner, Savage & Hinman

1922-23

Hart, Van B., “Farm Motor Trucks in New York”, PhD, Myers, Warren, Davenport, & Savage
Feng, Rui, “The Breeding and Culture of the Silk Worm, Bombyx Mori”, MS, Boyle, Eaton, & Sanderson
Corbett, Roger B., “The Costs of Packing Fruit in the Cooperative Packing Houses in Western New York in 1922”, MS, Warren & McDaniels
1923-24

Spencer, Leland, “An Economic Study of Rural Store Credit in New York”, PhD, Myers, Warren, Boyle, & Davenport
Dadisman, Andrew J., “Farm Organization”, PhD, Warren, Willcox, & Sanderson
Feng, Rui, “A Program of Chinese Agriculture”, PhD, Boyle, Eaton, & Sanderson
Lung, Kai Lum, “A Financial History of the USDA”, PhD, Boyle, Myers, & Copeland
Tang, Chi Yu, “A History of Chinese Agriculture”, PhD, Myers, Davenport, & Sanderson
Tung, Shih-Tsin, “The Food Supply and Population of the World”, PhD, Boyle, Sanderson, & Bizzell
Bronson, Wesley H., “Farm Management Surveys in Massachusetts”, MS, Warren & Willcox
Weaver, Frederick P., “A Study of the Prices of Farm Products in Pennsylvania”, MS, Warren, Boyle, & Myers
Wilson, Donald B., “A Study of the Farm Business Organization of 64 Farms in Williamson County, Texas”, MS, Myers & Eaton
Booth, John E., “Agricultural Cooperation in Saskatchewan, Its History and Present Status”, MSA, Warren, Boyle, Myers, & Davenport
Chatterton, Harry J., “A Short History and Survey of Some Important Supply and Demand Factors in the Cotton Industry”, MS, Boyle & Myers
Edinger, Paul L., “The Trend of Agriculture in Adams, Cumberland, Franklin, and York Counties, PA”, MS, Boyle & Rice
Ellsworth, John O., “Farm Prices of Agricultural Products in Utah”, MS, Boyle & Kruse

Renshaw, Lewis R., “Production and Marketing of Virginia Farm Products”, MS, Myers & Boyle
Smit, Adries A., “The County Agent and the Farm Bureau with Special Reference to Its Commercial Activities”, MSA, Boyle & Noble

1924-25

Abell, Max E., “Types of Farming in Southern New England and Some Factors Affecting Them”, PhD, Myers, Wiggans, & Wiegand
Ross, Harry A., “Milk Marketing in the Chicago Dairy District”, PhD, Pearson, Warren, Reed, & Myers
Barkas, Benjamin, W., “The French Revolution and Agrarian Rationalism of the Nineteenth Century”, PhD, Lauman, Becker, & Davenport
Gabriel, Harry S., “Index Numbers of Freight Rates”, PhD, Warren, Works, & Davenport
Allen William, “The Utilization of Marginal and Sub-Marginal Hill Farm Land”, PhD, Warren, Davenport, & Boyle
Corbett, Roger B., “Some Economic Factors Concerned in the Marketing of Fruit”, PhD, Myers, McDaniels, & Davenport
Harriott, John F., “Farm Tenure in New York”, PhD, Warren, Myers, Davenport, & Kendrick
Nicholls, William D., “A Study of the Cost of Producing Tobacco in Kentucky”, PhD, Warren, Myers, Davenport, & Rasmussen
Ellsworth, John O., “Sugar Marketing, with Special Reference to the Functions of the NY Coffee and Sugar Exchange”, PhD, Boyle, Myers, & Davenport
Mumford, Dwight C., “The Fluctuations in Milk Production in Northern Illinois”, MS, Myers, Misner, & Ross
Card, Dana C., “The Marketing of Kentucky Poultry and Eggs”, MS, Myers, Warren, & Boyle
Powell, Whiton, “Accounting Records for a Small Cooperative Marketing Association”, MS, Myers, Holmes, & Davenport
Anderson, Arthur E., “Protein Content as a Factor Affecting Wheat Prices”, MS, Pearson, Warren, & Reed
Lininger, Fred F., “Express Rates in New York State”, MS, Boyle, Reed, Pearson, & Myers
Chang, Chi C., “Types of Farming in China”, MSA, Scoville, Noble, & Melvin
Gilbert, Clifford W., “A Study of the Utilization of Milk at Country Milk Plants in New York State, 1924”, MS, Spencer, Myers, & Kendrick
Michael, George E., “The Trend of Agriculture in the State of Delaware”, MS, Kendrick & Works
Thomas, William P., “An Economic Study of Utah with Special Reference to Agriculture”, MS, Boyle & Pearson

1926-27

Walker, Dilworth, “An Economic Study of the Production of Milk”, PhD, Misner, Warren, & Davenport
Perregaux, Edmond A., “An Economic Study of Retail Feed Stores in New York State”, PhD, Spencer, Myers, & English
Call, Irving J., “Farm Property Taxation in New York”, PhD, Myers, Pearson, & Davenport

Hathcock, James S., “Practices and Costs of Cotton Gin Operation in North Central Texas, 1924-25”, PhD, Myers, Davenport, Rasmussen, & Eaton
Walrath, Frank J., “A History of the Agriculture of Tompkins County, NY”, PhD, Kendrick, Pearson, & Hull
Bryant, Reece L., “Means of Influencing the Vitamin Content of Egg Yolks”, MS, Powell, Boyle, & Sherman
McNeil, Earl R., “Milk Marketing in Binghamton, NY”, MS, Ross & Myers
Pretorius, Willem J., “The Distribution of Types of Farming in the United States”, MS, Warren & Pearson
Harris, John R., “Hog Cycles in the United Kingdom and in the United States”, MS, Myers, Warren, & Pearson
Neff, Jacob C., “A Study of Forty-four Ohio Farms as a Basis of Determining Some Factors of Financial Success in Farming”, MS, Boyle & Eaton

1927-28

Thurston, Mather F., “The Outlook for Market Hay in New York State”, PhD, Rasmussen, Boyle, Davenport, Copeland, & Myers
Neethling, Johann C., “An Economic Study of Dairy Farming in the Chenango Valley, NY”, PhD, Misner, Boyle, & Davenport
Lininger, Fred F., “The Relation of the Basic-Surplus Marketing Plan to Milk Production and Shipping
Station Costs in the Philadelphia Milk Shed", PhD, Myers, Pearson, & Reed

Tucker, Charles K., “An Economic Study of the Cost of Handling Fluid Milk and Cream in Country Plants, PhD, Spencer, Ross, Guthrie, & Reed


Neveling, Christoffel H., “Variations in the Consumption of Cream”, MS, Warren & Pearson

Lamont, Thomas E., “Costs of Producing Apples, Newfane Township, Niagara County, NY in 1926”, MS, Scoville, Myers, & Heinicke

McFetters, Milo C., “The Monopoly of Agricultural Land: Some Causes, Results, and Attempted Reforms”, MS, Myers, Harriott, & Bizzell


Tung, Yu M., “The Relation Between the Development of the Public Domain and Agricultural Production”, MS, Lauman & Boyle


1928-29

Bond, Maurice C., “The Marketing of Milk Through Ice Cream”, PhD, Myers, Ross, Price, & Copeland

Hamilton, Henry G., “Cost of Handling Citrus Fruit from the Tree to the Car in Florida”, PhD, Rasmussen, Myers, & Davenport

Merchant, Charles H., “An Economic Study of the Production and Marketing of Apples in Oxford County ME”, PhD, Boyle, Misner, & Davenport

Beyleveld, Abraham J., “Testing the Validity of Methods of Measuring Changes in Crop Acreage”, PhD, Pearson, Myers, & Boyle

Vaughn, Lawrence M., “Abandoned Farm Areas in Southern New York”, PhD, Warren, Myers, Pearson, & Davenport

Powell, Whiton, “Some Factors Affecting the Costs of Operation of Retail Feed Stores in New York State”, PhD, Myers, Holmes, Davenport, & Pearson

Gilbert, Clifford W., “An Economic Study of Tractors and Motor Trucks of New York Farms”, PhD, Myers, Spencer, Hart, & Davenport

Murray, Keith A., “Some Aspects of the Supply and Prices of Meat in Great Britain”, PhD, Boyle, Warren, & Davenport

Cleveland, Waldo A., “Trends in Agriculture in McDonough County, IL”, MS, Myers & Stewart

Rowe, Clair W., “The Agriculture of York County, PA, An Analysis of the Census Data”, MS, Myers & Spencer

Bisset, George B., “Hog Production and Prices in the United Kingdom, 1880-1924”, MS, Myers & Rasmussen


duPlessis, Jan H., “The Marketing of South African Oranges”, MS, Boyle & Reed


Hampson, Charles M., “An Economic Study of 3 County Agricultural Fairs in Ohio, 1923-27”, MS, Myers, Ross, & Pearson

Middaugh, Wessels S., “Factors Affecting Cost and Yield of Corn Silage”, MS, Myers & Eaton

Chowdhury, Dibyenduprosad R., “Land Tenure in India with Special Reference to the Zamindary of Bengal”, MS, Boyle & Fairbanks

Dawson, Allan A., “Trends in British Agriculture”, MS, Ross & Myers


Wynne, Rowland H., “Aspects of the Movement and Relationship of the Prices of Dairy Cows and Dairy Produce in England and Wales”, MS, Ross & Myers
1929-30

Bucknam, Roland F., “An Economic Study of Farm Electrification in New York State”, PhD, Hart, Myers, Robb, Riley, & Davenport
Stephens, Philip H., “Successful Management of New York Dairy Farms as Affected by the Proportion of the Factors of Production”, PhD, Misner, Reed, Pearson, & Ross
Hill, Forrest F., “A Statistical Study of the Problem of Making Long-term Mortgage Loans on Farm Property in New York State”, PhD, Myers, Davenport, Misner, & Boyle
Catherwood, Martin P., “A Statistical Study of Milk Production for the New York Market”, PhD, Warren, Myers, Reed, & Pearson
Cox, Rex W., “An Analysis of Corn Prices”, PhD, Myers, Pearson, Eaton, & Kendrick
McBride, Charles G., “The Development of Market Milk Areas in Northeastern Ohio”, PhD, Myers, Spencer, Ross, Warren, & Reed
Meal, William G., “An Economic Study of the Production and Marketing of New York State Lettuce”, PhD, Rasmussen, Myers, & Thompson
Wittwer, Eldon, “Allocation of Costs in Wholesale Distribution with Special Reference to Hardware, 1927-29”, PhD, Boyle, Myers, & Kendall
Weaver, Frederick P., “A Survey of Some Public Produce Markets in Upstate New York”, PhD, Warren, Myers, Kendrick, & Scoville
Dargan, Evan P., “Index Numbers of Prices Received by Producers of Farm Products in Arkansas”, MS, Pearson & Ross
Storm, Ernst O., “Economic Factors Affecting the Cold Storage Movement of Butter”, MS, Pearson, Ross, & Sherman
Courtney, John, “Typical Operating Ratios for Hotels”, MS, Pearson & English

1930-31

Young, Harold N., “The Production and Marketing of Field Beans in New York”, PhD, Misner, Rasmussen, & Kendrick
Stover, Howard J., “Relation of Daily Prices to the Marketing of Hogs at Chicago”, PhD, Myers, Pearson, & Davenport
Pond, Chester B., “Full Value Real Estate Assessment as a Prerequisite to State Aid in New York”, PhD, Kendrick, Homan, & Cushman
Bausman, Robert O., “A Study of Farm Tenure in Delaware”, PhD, Myers, Warren, & Kendrick
Stoker, Herman M., “World Production and Prices of Merino and Crossbred Wool”, PhD, Boyle, Pearson, Warren, & Reed
Brooker, Marvin A., “A Study of the Cost of Transportation of Florida Citrus Fruits with Comparative Costs from Other Producing Areas”, PhD, Myers, Spencer, Scoville, & Reed
Tower, Ralph B., “Luxury Taxation and Its Place in a System of Public Revenues”, PhD, Kendrick, Boyle, & Homan
Fenn, Donald F., “The Management of an Institutional Farm - More Specifically the Farm at Hampton Institute, Virginia”, MS, Warren & Myers
Harrison, Walter R., “The Marketing of Agricultural Products with Special Reference to Cotton”, MS, Boyle & Homan
Wheatley, Othello J., “The Need for More Effective Land Utilization in Porto Rico”, MS, Boyle & Homan
Moser, Roy E., “A Study of the Trend in the Creamery Business, Saskatchewan, 1918-28”, MS, Myers & Rasmussen


Brudzinski, Tadeusz, “The Settlement of Disputes in the Grain Trade”, MSA, Boyle & Rasmussen

1931-32

Eastman, Moses G., “An Economic Study of Dairy Farming in Grafton County, NH”, PhD, Myers, Warren, Spencer, & Reed


Harper, Floyd A., “Cooperative Purchasing and Marketing Organizations in New York State”, PhD, Myers, Warren, Reed, & Pearson

Mereness, Elmer H., “An Analysis of Costs and Returns of Farm Crops in Western New York”, PhD, Harriott, Myers, Reed, & Pearson

Boyd, Howard B., “Cigar Tobacco, Production, Consumption and Prices in the United States”, PhD, Myers, Davenport, & Powell

Rankin, John O., “Rural Economy of Nebraska”, PhD, Boyle, Sanderson, & Cushman

Bondurant, John H., “Methods of Pro-rating Farm Equipment Costs”, MS, Myers & Rasmussen

1932-33

(following the dedication of Warren Hall)

Doctors of Philosophy


Underwood, Floy L., PhD, September 1932, “Factors Affecting Costs and Returns in Producing Potatoes in New York in 1932”

Holloway, Keith L., PhD, February 1933, A Study of Certain Factors Bearing upon the Cotton Projects of Vocational Agricultural Pupils in Arkansas in 1927"

Buck, John Lossing, PhD, June 1933, “Chinese Farm Economy: A Study of 2866 Farms in 17 Localities and 7 Provinces in China”

Chao, Tsai-Piao, PhD, June 1933, “A Statistical Study of Crop Yields in Twelve Provinces in China”

Haag, Herman M., PhD, June 1933, “Costs and Taxes in Some Rural New York Towns”

Lewis, Ardon B., PhD, June 1933, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in Tompkins County, NY, 1933”

Masters of Science

Deleff, Nedelcho S., MS, June 1932, “Marketing Bulgarian Eggs”

Eastman, Donald D., MS, June 1932, “Farm Mortgage Credit in Tioga County”

Hsu, Paul Chen, MS, June 1932, “A Study of Selected Agricultural Cooperative Associations in the United States and Canada”


Jones, Eric L., MS, June 1932, “A Brief Review of the English Hop Industry”

Keyes, Harold E., MS, June 1932, “Use of Special Potato Equipment on Farms in Four Areas of New York, 1929”

McLaughlin, John C., “MS, September 1932, “The Agriculture of Robeson County, North Carolina: An Analysis of Census Data”

Matthews, Emory M., MS, September 1932, “The Tobacco Industry and the Position of the Tobacco Combination Since 1890”
Otis, Jesse R., MS, “A Study of Economic Aspects of Farm Situations Among Negro Farmers in Macon County, Alabama, 1931”


Brunson, Robert D., MS, June 1933, “A Study of Marketing Cotton”

Delzell, James W., MS, June 1933, “A Study of Machine Costs of Sprayers Used in Newfane-Olcott Orchards, Niagara County, New York”

Fenger, Vagn J., MS, June 1933, “The Research Done by the Danish Bureau of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management and Factors Influencing the Results Found”

Lee, Alvin T., MS, June 1933, “Relation of Weather Conditions to the Yield per Acre of Wheat in the United States Spring Wheat Area”

Lane, Charles N., MS, June 1933, “An Analysis of the Taxable Property on Some New York Towns, 1932”

Straight, Beryl S., MS, June 1933, “Production and Marketing of Apples in the Eastern Apple Section of West Virginia”

1933-34

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Gans, Altha R., PhD, September 1933, “Relation of Quality to the Retail Prices of Eggs in New York City”

Garman, Cameron G., PhD, September 1933, “Factors Related to Income and Costs of Production on Farms in Marshall and DeKalb Counties, Alabama, 1927-29”

Tomlinson, Frederick R., PhD, September 1933, “World Production and International Trade in Butter and Cheese”


Cunningham, Lowell C., PhD, February 1934, “Factors Affecting Costs and Returns in Producing Milk in New York, 1930-31”

Spence, Clarence C., PhD, June 1934, “Relation of Soil and Cultural Practices to Costs and Returns in Producing Apples in the Hilton Area, Monroe County, NY, 1928-31”

Ulrey, Orion, PhD, March 1934, “The Public Produce Markets of Michigan”

Williamson, Paul S., PhD, June 1934, “An Economic Study of Fruit Farming in the Hudson Valley, NY, 1930-32”

**Masters of Science**

Peterson, Arthur H., MA, January 1934, “Customs Revenue: Its Place in American History”


Avery, James W., MS, June 1934, “A Study of the Wholesale Prices of Beef Cattle and Hogs at Cincinnati, 1844-1914”

Figueroa, Carlos A., MS, June 1934, “Some Facts Concerning the Marketing of Puerto Rican Fruits and Vegetables in New York City”


Hoag, W. Gifford, MS, June 1934, “Prices of Wheat at Cincinnati for 71 Years, 1844-1914”

Jenkins, Peter P., MS, June 1934, “An Economic Study of the Costs of Producing Milk in 101 Grade A Dairy Farms and 49 Grade B Dairy Farms in the Tully-Homer Area, NY”


Raeburn, John R., MS, June 1934, “A Farm Management Study of Farms in the Tully-Homer Area, 1931”
Robinson, James L., MS, June 1934, “Man Is Capital”  
Wu, Hwa Pao, MS, June 1934, “An Economic Study of Two Areas in Shensi Province, China”

1934-35

Doctors of Philosophy

Coruthers, John M., PhD, September 1934, “One Variety Cotton Communities”  
Hinckley, Russell J., PhD, September 1934, “State Grants-in-Aid”  
Maughan, Orlo H., PhD, September 1934, “An Economic Study of Rural Store Credit, 1932”  
Mumford, Herbert W., PhD, September 1934, “The Distribution of Milk and Cream Throughout Retail Stores in Upstate Cities, NY”  
Ronk, S. Edward, PhD, September 1934, “Prices Received by Producers in New York State, 1841-1933”  
Wilson, William T., PhD, September 1934, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in Monroe County, NY, 1933”  
Maxton, Jacob L., PhD, February 1935, “An Economic Study of Poultry Farming in Virginia”  
White, Henry E., PhD, February 1935, “An Economic Study of Wholesale Prices in Cincinnati, 1844-1914”  
Lee, Alvin T., PhD, June 1935, “An Economic Study of Poultry Farming in New York State, 1932-33”  
Varney, Harry R., PhD, June 1935, “Transportation of Milk and Cream to the New York Market”  
Wheatley, Othello J., PhD, June 1935, “The Valuation of Farm Land”

Masters of Science

DuPlessis, Abraham J., MS, June 1935, “A Comparison of Wholesale Market Prices of Ten Agricultural Commodities in Holland, the United Kingdom and the United States”  
Joss, Alexander, MS, June 1935, “Development of an Improved System of Assessing the Taxable Property in the Town of Germantown, Columbia County”  
Mathieson, John C., MS, June 1935, “Some Notable American Agricultural Cooperatives as Revealed in House Organs and Other Literature, 1925-35”  
Quitslund, Ford A., MS, June 1935, “Marketing Fruits and Vegetables on New York City Markets”  
Work, Harry K., MS, June 1935, “State Legislative Barriers to Interstate Trade”

1935-36

Doctors of Philosophy

Loder, George E., PhD, September 1935, “Bread in Ithaca”  
Manning, Frank L., PhD, September 1935, “A Statistical Study Involving Multiple Curvilinear Correlation of Factors Affecting the Farm Price of Apples”
Robinson, George B., PhD, September 1935, “School Taxation in Tompkins County, NY”
Cake, Edwin W., PhD, February 1936, “The Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables in Massachusetts”
Hurd, Thomas N., PhD, February 1936, “An Analysis of Local Government in Tompkins County, NY”
Curtiss, William M., PhD, June 1936, “Highways in Rural New York”
Raeburn John R., June 1936, “A Statistical Study of Apple Prices Involving the Use of Curvilinear Joint Correlation”

Masters of Science

Spencer, Clarence A., MS, September 1935, “A Study of 36 New York State Institutional Farms and the Wallkill Prison Farm”
Fazer, Willard R., MS, February 1936, “The Regulation and Taxation of the Motor Truck”
Wilson, Eric B., MS, February 1936, “A Preliminary Study of Land Utilization in Schuyler County, NY”
Efferson, John N., MS, June 1936, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in Genesee County, NY”
Garcia, Jose M., MS, June 1936, “A Farm Management Study of 224 Coffee Farms in Puerto Rico”
Gearreald, Tull N., MS, June 1936, “A Study of the Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables in Delaware”
Hernandez-Gimenez, Francisco, MS, June 1936, “Index Numbers of Commodity Prices in Spain, 1913-35”

Keeper, Wendell E., MS, June 1936, “An Economic Study of Operating Roadside Stands in New York State, 1931-33”
Smith, Beaman Q., MS, June 1936, “Relation of Size of Business to Operator’s Earnings”
Timm, Otis H., MS, June 1936, “Sugar Control under the Roosevelt Administration”
Thomlinson, Frank R., MS, June 1936, “A Brief Review of the Maize Trade in South Africa with Special Reference to the Maize Control Acts”

1936-37

Doctors of Philosophy

Chao, Pao Chuan, PhD, September 1936, “Silver”
Hedlund, Glenn W., PhD, September 1936, “Sources and Costs of Credit Used by New York Farmers”
Hobson, Leo G., PhD, September 1936, “The Agricultural Cooperative and Rural Electric Activities of the TVA and Work of the Farm Credit Administration in the Tennessee River Basin”
Cowden, Thomas K., PhD, February 1937, “The Supply and Utilization of Milk in Pennsylvania”
Beck, Roy S., PhD, June 1937, “Types of Farming in New York”
Cornell, Ferris D., PhD, June 1937, “An Economic Study of Farms in the Clarksburg and Ripley Soil Conservation Areas in West Virginia”
Edens, William J., PhD, June 1937, “Organization and Loan Operations of National Farm Associations in Warren County, Kentucky”
Hedlund, Floyd E., PhD, June 1937, “Assessment of Property and Collection of Taxes in Rural New York Towns”
Lund, Just S., PhD, June 1937, “An Economic Study of the Coffee Industry in the Hawaiian Islands”
Parsons, Merton S., PhD, June 1937, “Factors Affecting the Milk Supply in the New York Milk Shed”
Pierce, Clare William, PhD, June 1937, “The Supply and Utilization of the Milk Supply in the New York Milk Shed”
Yang, Hsien-Tong, PhD, June 1937, “Development of the U.S. Cotton Standards”
Yang, William Yu, PhD, June 1937, “Business Analysis of 60 Cooperative Farm Supply Stores in the New York Milk Shed from 1930-35”

Masters of Science

Eastman, George F., MS, February 1937, “Costs and Returns of Growing and Harvesting Snap Beans for Canning on 28 Farms in Cortland County, NY”
Sellers, Roy, MS, February 1937, “An Analysis of the Chicken Enterprise on Farms in Livingston County, NY”
Frohman, Raleigh, MS, June 1937, “The Relation of Tenancy to the Value of Farm Land in 10 Selected States”
Huyke, Roberto, MS, June 1937, “A Farm Management Survey of 60 Dairy Farms in Puerto Rico, 1935-36”
Liu, Rwen-Tao, MS, June 1937, “Costs and Methods of Marketing Keemum Black Tea in China”
Pollard, Ray F., MS, June 1937, “Some Changes in Farm Management Practices in New York State as Illustrated on Farms in Same Families for a Century or More”
Toy, James D., MS, June 1937, “The Distribution of Dairy Cattle in Cortland County, NY”
Wang, Lih-O, MS, June 1937, “Management of Cooperative Citrus-Marketing Associations”
White, Orville H., MS, June 1937, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in Clinton County, NY”

1937-38

Doctors of Philosophy

King, Thomas O., PhD, September 1937, “Farm Implements in East Central China”
Robertson, Lynn S., PhD, September 1937, “Farming Systems, Trends, and Returns and the Conditions Affecting Them in the Portion of Northwest Indiana Influenced by Local Industrial Development”
Hertel, John P., PhD, February 1938, “An Economic Study of Farm Equipment in New York State”
Toteff, Anastas U., PhD, February 1938, “Prices in Bulgaria, 1881-1935”

Masters of Science

Throckmorton, Hollis E., MS, September 1937, “An Economic Study of the Marketing of Potatoes in Ohio, 1933”
Holmes, Horace C., MS, February 1938, “A Study of Farm Organization in Southeast Gibson County, Tennessee, 1935”
ADVANCED DEGREES CONFERRED

Barton, Michael R., MS, June 1938, “Restriction and Other Factors Influencing the Price of Rubber”
Beck, Frank V., MS, June 1938, “A Study of the Agricultural Conservation Program in Wyoming County, NY”
Butcher, Robert A., MS, June 1938, “Index Numbers of Prices Received by Producers for Basic Commodities in Mississippi, 1909-1938”
DeGraff, Herrell F., “An Economic Study of the Peach Enterprise in Western New York”
Doyle, Paul E., MS, June 1938, “The Marketing of Potatoes in the Province of Quebec”
Frick, Johannes S., MS, June 1938, “The Influence of Rainfall on Wheat and Corn Yields in Kansas and Nebraska”
Shen, Hsien Yao, MS, June 1938, “Crop Reporting in China: A Study of the Present Scope and Work with Possible Future Development”
Yin, Lien Ken, MS, June 1938, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in the Town of Ellington, Chautauqua County, NY”

1938-39

Doctors of Philosophy

Dow, George F., PhD, September 1938, “An Economic Study of Milk Distribution in Maine Markets”
Gearreald, Tull N., PhD, September 1938, “A Study of Fruit and Vegetable Wholesale and Jobbing Firms in New York City”
Hughes, Earl M., PhD, September 1938, “The Business of Milk Retailing by Producer-Distributors in New York State”
Keepper, Wendell E., PhD, September 1938, “Consumption, Costs and Uses of Electricity on New York Farms”
Tyler, Howard S., PhD, September 1938, “A Composite Analysis of Farm Management Labor Income Records Taken in New York State, 1907-36”
Brandow, George E., PhD, June 1939, “Cycles in Industry and Prices”
Cake, Edwin W., PhD, June 1939, “An Economic Study of the Operation of Country Fruit and Vegetable Auctions by Cooperative Associations and Others in Eastern Seaboard States”
Hudson, Samuel C., PhD, June 1939, “A Statistical Analysis of Long Term Mortgage Finance by the Saskatchewan Farm Loan Board”
Richards, Albert E., PhD, June 1939, “Prices and Returns for Nova Scotia Apples”
Smith Glenn R., PhD, June 1939, “Prices Received by North Carolina Cotton Growers and Local Marketing Practices”
Thomas, William P., PhD, June 1939, “Types of Farming in Sanpete and Sevier Counties, Utah in Relation to Land Use”
White, Orville H., PhD, June 1939, “County Administration and Finance in New York”

Masters of Science

Nadeau, Joseph P., MS, September 1938, “A Preliminary Survey of the Montreal Milk Market with Particular Reference to the Possibilities of Cooperative Centralization of the Milk Supply”
Colon-Torres, Ramon, MS, February 1939, “An Economic Study of 270 Tobacco Farms, Puerto Rico, 1936-37”
DuBord, Henri P., MS, February 1939, “The Canadian Potato Industry and Factors Influencing Prices of Potatoes at Montreal”
Hodge, Gladstone, MS, February 1939, “An Economic Study of Agriculture in Bolivar County, Mississippi”

Woodin, Martin D., MS, February 1939, “The Distribution of Dairy Cattle in Chautauqua, County, NY”

Arsenault, Lucien, MS, June 1939, “Some Economic Aspects of the Apple Industry in Canada, with Special Reference to the Situation in Quebec and the Montreal Market”


Ellenberg, Lucy E., MS, June 1939, “An Experiment in the Single Tax”

Ferguson, Donald B., MS, June 1939, “Methods of Operation and Produce Handled on Regional Markets in Upstate New York, 1938”

Gaudette, Gerard H., MS, June 1939, “A Statistical Study of Farms in l’Islet County, Quebec”

Giegel, Luis M., MS, June 1939, “The Relation of Weather to the Production of Corn in Argentina”

Harrington, Albert H., MS, June 1939, “Noncontiguous Farming in Otsego County, New York”

Hoecker, Raymond W., MS, June 1939, “A Study of Farm Mortgage History in Lansing Township, Tompkins County, NY, 1860-1938”

Hooker, Emile N., MS, June 1939, “The Influence of Rainfall on Cotton Yield in Alabama”

Kuo, Leslie T., MS, June 1939, “An Analysis of Actions Taken by Boards of Supervisors in Allegany and St. Lawrence Counties, NY, 1937”

Weinland, Donald A., June 1939, “Consumption of Apples and Competing Fruits in New York City as Reported by Independent Retail Outlets for 1937-38”

Wright, Julian M., MS, June 1939, “A Study of Short-Term Loans to Farmers by a Rural New York Bank, 1925-36”
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Doctors of Philosophy

Card, Dana G., PhD, September 1939, “The Market Price of Burleigh Tobacco”


Hope, Ernest C., PhD, September 1939, “An Economic Classification of Land in Seven Municipalities in South Central Saskatchewan, 1936”

McCord, John L., PhD, September 1939, “Farm Practices and Management in Central Pennsylvania”

Matzen, Edwin H., PhD, September 1939, “Livestock Marketing in New York State”

Peterson, Arthur W., PhD, September 1939, “A Study of Fire Loss Rates on New York Farms”

Coffey, Frederick A., PhD, June 1940, “Rural Public Health Administration and Finance in New York”

Greene, Robert E. L., PhD, June 1940, “An Economic Analysis of Farming in the Cedar Creek Soil Conservation Demonstration Project Area, Franklin County, North Carolina”

Lutz, Edward A., PhD, June 1940, “Rural Public Welfare Administration and Finance in New York”

Masters of Science

Doneth, John C., MS, September 1939, “Tractor Costs on New York Farms”

Drake, Louis S., MS, September 1939, “A Study of Farming in New York State on Lands Not Well Adapted to Agriculture”

McArton, Arthur W., MS, September 1939, “The Relation of Various Measures of Farm Profits to Farm Land”

Russell, Sargent, MS, September 1939, “Apple Sales in 433 Upstate New York Food Stores”

Bierly, Ivan R., MS, February 1940, “Cold Storage Lockers in New York, 1938”

Atkins, Lloyd C., MS, June 1940, “A Farm Management Study as a Basis for Setting Up Curriculum in Agricultural Education”
Green, Roy R., MS, June 1940, “Survey of Selected Methods Used in Wheat Price Studies”
Miller, Robert M., MS, June 1940, “The Dairy Enterprise in the Newfane-Olcott Area of Niagara County, NY”
Reynolds, Richard E., MS, June 1940, “State Game Farm Management”
Tom, Charles A., MS, June 1940, “Time Requirements for Farm Operations on Strip Cropped and Non-Strip Cropped Farms, 1940”
Toro, Francisco, MS, June 1940, “The Cost of Operating Farm Motor Trucks, 1940”
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Buchanan, Mark T., PhD, September 1940, “Price Flexibility and International Price Movements”
Joss, Alexander, PhD, September 1940, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in Otsego County, NY, 1938”
Poirot, Paul L., PhD, September 1940, “A Study of Rented Farms in New York with Emphasis on Rental Agreements”
Wright, Karl T., PhD, September 1940, “Farm Success Factors in Central Michigan”
Pollard, Anson J., PhD, February 1941, “A Statistical Analysis of Seasonal Variation of Production in the New York Milk Shed with Special Reference to Production Adjustment Plans on Price Returns to Producers”
Van der Merwe, Claudius, PhD, February 1941, “Effects of Currency Depreciation on Prices, Production and Foreign Trade”
Bishop, George R., PhD, June 1941, “An Economic Study of the Buffalo Milk Market”
Blanch, George T., PhD, June 1941, “An Economic Analysis of Dairy Cash Crop Farms in the Market Area of Ogden, Utah, 1937-39”
Clarenbach, Fred A., PhD, June 1941, “The Problem of Reorganizing the Finances of Local Government in Ozark Land Use Adjustment Areas”

DeGraff, Herrell E., PhD, June 1941, “An Economic Study of Farming in the Town of Newfane, Niagara County, NY”
Ferguson, Donald B., PhD, June 1941, “The Movement and Financing of Replacements for New York Dairy Herds”
Grinnell, Harold C., PhD, June 1941, “Local Government and Taxation in Rural New Hampshire”
Johnson, Stewart, M., PhD, June 1941, “Factors Affecting the Supply of Milk in Vermont”
Kuo, Leslie T., PhD, June 1941, “Changes in Population and Their Significance for Local Government in New York”
Walter, David H., PhD, June 1941, “The Influence of the Soil Conservation Program on Farm Organization and Operation in the Crooked Creek Project Area of Western Pennsylvania”
Williams, Sheldon W., PhD, June 1941, “Dairy Farm Management in the Champlain Valley of Vermont and Its Relation to Price Level”
Woodin, Martin D., PhD, June 1941, “A Study of Changes in the Prices of Apples and Other Fruits”
Bennett, Kenneth R., PhD, July 1941, “Factors Affecting Prices of Feedstuffs”

Masters of Science

Bookhout, Byron, R., MS, September 1940, “A Study of Costs and Returns for the Commercial Feed Crops in New York State, 1937 and 1938”
Derickson, Rodney B., MS, September 1940, “An Analysis of Variation in Prices Received for Potatoes by Variety and Grade, Chicago, Illinois, 1932-39”
Freeman, Chester H., MS, September 1940, “A Study of the Distribution of Labor Incomes and Other Related Factors on New York Farms, 1907-36”
Houghton, William M., MS, September 1940, “The Growing of Peas and Beans for Market in the Central Part of New York State”
Kling, Herbert R., MS, September 1940, “An Economic Study of Land Utilization in Wyoming County, NY, 1940”


Pattison, Earl B., MS, February 1941, “Farm Mortgage Foreclosure in Wayne County, NY, 1925-36”

Anderson, Roice, MS, June 1941, “The Delivery of Milk in Ithaca, NY with Particular Reference to Efficiencies in the Use of Labor and Trucks”

Azariah, Henry S., MS, June 1941, “An Economic Study of the Cherry Enterprise in Wayne and Niagara Counties, NY”

Delpech, Rene P., MS, June 1941, “An Economic Study of Cotton Production in Argentina”

Hardin, Lowell S., MS, June 1941, “A Study of Sampling as Applied to Farm Management Research Based on Eleven Townships in Otsego County NY”

Labadie, Juan, MS, June 1941, “The Use of Farm Production in the Household, Northern Livingston County, New York, 1938”
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Wu, Mark Shou, MS, June 1941, “A Brief Study of the Federal Land Bank System in the United States”

Lee, Wayne A., “Competition Between Potatoes and other Vegetables at Retail, Buffalo, New York, 1940”, PhD
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Faber, Fred L., “The Egg and Poultry Marketing Cooperatives of New York State”, MS

Latimer, Robert G., “Condensery Milk Prices”, MS
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**Masters of Science**

Bratton, C. A., “County Fiscal Procedures”, PhD

De Golyer, Avery H., “A Study of Roofs of Farm Buildings”, MS

Pullen, W. E., “An Analysis of the Grade, Quality, and Price of Potatoes Sold at Wholesale, Buffalo and Rochester, 1940-41 and 1941-42 Seasons”, MS

Stanley, F. E., “Packages with Special Reference to Consumer Packages for the 1940-41 Apple Crop in New York”, MS

Tsui, R. H., “Farm Management Study of 200 Fruit Farms near Sodus, Wayne County, NY, 1940, MS

Zayas-Chardon, H., “Financial Plans of Three Farmers’ Cooperatives”, MS
Wang, Ischuen, “History and Organization of the Farm Security Administration and an Analysis of Its Operation in Tompkins County, NY to April 30, 1942”, MS
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Roice H., “Consumer Demand for Meat, Syracuse, NY, 1942”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bierly, Ivan R., “Costs and Returns in Producing Milk in Five Areas in New York, 1939-40”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, R. N., “The People and Their Use of Land in Nine Vermont Towns”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrah, Lawrence B., “Commercial Poultry Farming in New York State”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hooker, Emile N., “An Economic Study of Farms Operated by Negro Farmers in Dallas County, Alabama”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, Charles T., “Some Problems of Town Highway Superintendents in New York State”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson, V. H., “Regional Markets in Upstate New York”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Masters of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luke, H. Alan, “Consumers’ Attitude Toward Some Economy Measures in Retail Milk Delivery in Jamestown, NY”, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullen, Winston E., “An Analysis of the Grade, Quality, and Price of Potatoes Sold at Wholesale in Buffalo and Rochester, 1940-42”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swope, D. A., Jr., “An Analysis of Milk Delivery in Jamestown, NY as a Basis for Planning a Univified Delivery System”, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanvig, Andrew, “Wartime Adjustments in the Rural Economy of the Elmira-Corning Region”, MS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
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<tr>
<th>1944-1945</th>
<th>Doctors of Philosophy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Thurston M., “Prices Paid by Vermont Farmers for Goods and Services and Received by Them for Farm Products, 1790-1940; Wages of Vermont Farm Labor, 1780-1940”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanch, Grant E., “Apple Quality and Its Effect on Price and Rate of Sale”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otis, J. D. R., “Changes in Characteristics of Type of Farming Areas in Alabama, 1880-1940”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slater, Lloyd E., “An Economic Study of Fruit Farming in Wayne County, NY 1940-42”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masters of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freire-Eiras, Jesus, “Economic Aspects of the Production of Cotton in Argentina”, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morales, Julio O., “A Credit Study of 167 Tobacco Farms, Puerto Rico, 1939-40”, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Eliot D., “Professional Farm Management Services in the United States”, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson, Joseph H., “Variations in Business Factors on New York Farms of Different Types”, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuo, Leslie Tse-chio, “Planning Chinese Cities”, MRP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1945-1946</th>
<th>Doctors of Philosophy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ching, Walter H., “Sugar Marketing in the United States”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frostenson, Georg, “A Business Analysis of Agricultural Cooperatives in New York State, 1930-1934”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morales, Julio O., “A Study of the Adjustments Made by 39 Cost Account Farmers to Changing Prices and Technological Conditions”, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paalberg, Donald, “Prices of Butter, Lard, and Cottonseed Oil”, PhD
Patterson, Howard L., “An Economic Study of Dairy Farms in the Province of Alberta, Canada, 1939-43”, PhD
Wilcox, Roy H., “Some Important Causes for Variations in Farm Incomes and Farm Costs in Selected Areas of Illinois”, PhD

Masters of Science

Bird, Kermit M., “An Analysis of the Cooperative Assessment Fire Insurance Companies of New York State”, MS
Ferrer, Vernon O., “Some Economic Aspects of Peasant Farming in Tobago, British West Indies, and the Possible Function of Medium-term Credit in the Rehabilitation of Low-Income Farming in Trinidad and Tobago”, MSA
Foster, Dwight F., “A Study of Sampling as Applied to Marketing Research Based on Factual Information on Retailer and Consumer Demand for Apples and Other Fruits in New York City”, MSA
Ramirez-Hernandez, Martin, “Costs of Producing Sea Island Cotton in Southwestern Puerto Rico, 1941-45”, MS
Ho, Edward R., “Foreign Trade of Agricultural Products of China”, MS
Lorie, James H., “Relationships of Monthly Fluctuations in Industrial Production and Commodity Prices to Monthly Fluctuations in the Prices of Industrial Common Stocks, 1921-1941”, MS
Montealegre, Jorge A., “Agricultural Credit in Nicaragua”, MS
Thompson, Paul S., “An Analysis of Relative Sales of Late-Crop Potatoes Sold at Retail in Buffalo, Rochester, and Syracuse, 1939-40”, MS
Wen, Gerald C., “An Economic Study of the Production and Marketing of Hogs and Hog Bristles in Yungchang, Szechwan, China”, MS

Knights, Dale A., “An Economic Study of Farm Labor and Wages in New York”, MS
Lieu, Song-Seng, “An Economic Study of American Cotton Prices”, MS
Ochojaki, B. Charles, “Study of Methods and Costs in Processing Beef and Pork in a Frozen Food Locker Plant”, MS
Phelps, Ruth E., “A Study of Agricultural Production in Northeastern United States”, MS
Serra, Guillermo, “An Economic Study of 74 Farm Security Administration, Farm Ownership Farms in San Jose Sugar Mill Area, Puerto Rico 1943-44”, MS
de Urrutia, Oswaldo E., “Marketing Livestock and Livestock Products in Puerto Rico”, MS
VerWest, Donald E., “The Causes of Variation in Labor Incomes in Montgomery County, New York Dairy Farms, 1944”, MS

1946-1947

Doctors of Philosophy

Brunk, Max E., “An Economic Analysis of Methods of Harvesting, Packaging, and Selling Florida Celery”
Lamborn, Ellis W., “Labor Used and the Cost of Making Hay”, PhD
Plath, C. V., “An Analysis of Economic Land Classification in Northern Livingston County, New York, and a Proposed Method for Future Classification”, PhD

Masters of Science

Aakhus, J. E., “A Study of the Seasonal Variation in Livestock Receipts at Buffalo, New York City, and Jersey City Terminal Markets”, MS
Bergmann, Dennis R., “Inputs and Costs in Moving Hay and Grass Silage from Windrow to Mow or to Silo”, MS
Fischer, Solomon H., “Consumer Demand for Eggs and Poultry, Syracuse, New York, June 1941”, MS
Hampton, Robert N., “Potato Irrigation Costs and Practices”, MS
Hernandez, Martin, “A Socio-Economic Study of Southwestern Puerto Rico”, MS
Murphy, Roger N., “A Time and Travel Study of Dairy Farm Chores in New York”, MS

1947-1948

Doctors of Philosophy
Marshall, Don A., “A Study of Farm Tenure in the Coastal Plain of Arkansas”, PhD

Masters of Science
Brandao, Early D., “Factors Affecting Profits on Dairy Farms in Madison County, New York, 1945-46”, MS
Chase, Wallace A., "Grape Production in Chautauqua County, New York 1946, Costs and Returns”, MS
Davis, Lloyd H., “Costs and Other Economic Considerations in the Mow Curing of Hay”, MS
Earle, Wendell G., “A Time and Travel Study of Poultry House Chores in New York”, MS
Kearl, Chase D., “Factors Affecting Costs and Returns in Dairying in New York, 1945-46”, MS
Piper, Edward H., “A Study of Frozen Food Locker Plants in New York, 1946”, MS
Rehnberg, Rex D., “Factors Affecting the Value of Real Estate of New York Dairy Farms”, MS
Simmons, Will M., “Assessment of Property in Rural New York Towns”, MS
Thompson, Charles L., “Regional Trends in Beef Cattle Numbers, 1922-1946”, MS

1948-1949

Doctors of Philosophy
Campbell, Joe Riley, “Costs and Returns in Producing Potatoes, Northern Steuben Area, New York, 1946”, PhD
Huda, Mirza N., “Agriculture in Eastern Pakistan: Problems and Policy”, PhD
Hyer, Edgar A., “Readjustment in Type of Farming in the Finger Lakes Region of New York”, PhD
King, Frank P., “Types of Farming in Georgia”, PhD
Scott, Raymond C., “An Analysis of Frozen Food Purchases in Three New York Areas”, PhD

Masters of Science
Butz, Dale E., “Prices, Utilization and Dealers’ Spreads on Milk Delivered to Homes in Upstate Cities of New York”, MS
Grayson, Paul E., “A Technique for Analyzing Causally Related Factors Affecting Price”, MS
How, R. Brian, “Status and Activity of New York State Farmers Cooperatives, 1945-46”, MSA
Kirby, Riley H., “Population of the United States: Trends and Characteristics”, MSA
Moseley, Robert M., “An Economic Study of Milk Standardization”, MSA
Pickler, Maurice J., “An Economic Analysis of the Rearing Enterprise on New York Commercial Poultry Farms”, MSA
Podany, Joseph C., “Development and Operation of Leading Fruit Advertising Organizations and Applications to New York Conditions”, MS
Shah, Pranlal, “Increasing Supply of Milk for the Large Cities of India”, MS
T. Turner, Alexander H., “Marketing of Grain Corn in Southwestern Ontario”, MS
Nisbet, Fred J., “An Economic Study of Selected Plant Nurseries in New York State”, PhD
Wang, Kwang-Seng, “Quantitative Relationships Between Farm Management Factors and Farming Returns for Use in the Economic Classification of Land”, PhD

Masters of Science
Alston, Clifford, “Federal Policy Toward Agricultural Cooperatives”, MS
Ashby, Andrew W., “Milk Prices and Their Effect on the Seasonal Variation of Farm Sales of Milk”, MS
Ashe, A. J., “Input-Output Relationships in Milk Production from New York Cost Account Farms, 1940-47”, MS
Bowden, Marcia J., “The Development of Agriculture in Cayuga County, 1788-1855”
Chen, Tsai C., “Wartime Prices in China”, MS
Dominick, B. A. Jr., “Development and Extent of Canning Operations in the Northeast with Special Reference to New York State”, MS
Elliott, Wayne R., “Farm Management Possibilities for Oil Companies”, MS
Hinkle, Walter B. Jr., “An Economic Study of Fruit and Vegetable Merchandising in Three Retail Food Stores, Syracuse, NY, January 1948-June 1948”, MS
Laurent, Charles K., “Consumer Purchases of Eggs, Syracuse, New York”, MS
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Barr, William L., “Factors Affecting Costs and Seasonality of Milk Production in Pennsylvania, 1945-46”, PhD
Bressler, Glenn O., “An Economic Analysis of Labor Saving Methods and Facilities on Poultry Farms in Pennsylvania”, PhD
Gwin, James M., “An Economic and Historical Study of Food Procurement for the Armed Forces of the United States”, PhD
Kearl, Chase D., “An Economic Analysis of New York Production of Eggs”, PhD
Myers, Max, “Farm Tenure Processes in South Dakota”, PhD
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Barr, William L., “Factors Affecting Costs and Seasonality of Milk Production in Pennsylvania, 1945-46”, PhD
Bressler, Glenn O., “An Economic Analysis of Labor Saving Methods and Facilities on Poultry Farms in Pennsylvania”, PhD
Gwin, James M., “An Economic and Historical Study of Food Procurement for the Armed Forces of the United States”, PhD
Kearl, Chase D., “An Economic Analysis of New York Production of Eggs”, PhD
Myers, Max, “Farm Tenure Processes in South Dakota”, PhD
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Bressler, Glenn O., “An Economic Analysis of Labor Saving Methods and Facilities on Poultry Farms in Pennsylvania”, PhD
Gwin, James M., “An Economic and Historical Study of Food Procurement for the Armed Forces of the United States”, PhD
Kearl, Chase D., “An Economic Analysis of New York Production of Eggs”, PhD
Myers, Max, “Farm Tenure Processes in South Dakota”, PhD

1949-1950

Doctors of Philosophy
Barr, William L., “Factors Affecting Costs and Seasonality of Milk Production in Pennsylvania, 1945-46”, PhD
Bressler, Glenn O., “An Economic Analysis of Labor Saving Methods and Facilities on Poultry Farms in Pennsylvania”, PhD
Gwin, James M., “An Economic and Historical Study of Food Procurement for the Armed Forces of the United States”, PhD
Kearl, Chase D., “An Economic Analysis of New York Production of Eggs”, PhD
Myers, Max, “Farm Tenure Processes in South Dakota”, PhD
Maunder, Allen H., “Farm Economic Advisory Work in New York State”, MS

1950-1951

Doctors of Philosophy

Childress, Russell L., “Grade Qualities of Potatoes in Retail Stores”, PhD
Dhar, Subhas Kumar, “Grain Sorghum and Millet: An Estimate of World Production, Utilization, and Trade, and an Examination of the Possibilities of Their Expansion”, PhD
Earle, Wendell G., “Marketing Eggs Through Wholesale Channels”, PhD
How, R. Brian, “The Boards of Directors of Local Marketing Cooperatives”, PhD
McGurk, John L., “Farm Management Adjustments in Tompkins County, 1907 to 1947”, PhD
McLeod, Albert N., “Production and Marketing of Long Island Ducks”, PhD
Miles, James F., “The Supply and Utilization of Milk in the Three Principal South Carolina Milk Markets: Charleston, Columbia and Greenville”, PhD
Murphy, Roger G., “Some Economic Aspects of Machinery Operations on New York Farms”, PhD
Pasto, Jerome K., “Ownership, Occupancy and Use of Agriculturally Submarginal Lands in Broome County, New York”, PhD
Penny, Newton M., “Peanut Marketing in Georgia”, PhD
Shull, Stanley C., “Retailing of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables in Baltimore Independent Stores”, PhD
Suter, Robert C., “A Detailed Cost Study on Methods of Spraying Apples, New York, 1949”, PhD

VanWaes, Donald A., “A Business Management Study of Selected Fruit and Vegetable Processing Companies in New York State”, PhD

Masters of Science

Christensen, S. Kent, “A Study of Milk Control in the State of New York, 1933-1950”, MS
Conklin, Gordon L., “Farm Management Adjustments in Livingston County, New York”, MS
Kanter, Arthur H., “Poultry Prices on the New York City Market, 1875 to 1950”, MS
Mack, Joyce J., “Comparative Trends in Acreage, Yield, Production and Value of Important Farm Crops in New York and Florida”, MSA
Manger, John E., “Wholesale Prices of Potatoes in Retail Stores, New York City, 1948”, MS
Packman, Douglas J., “The Use and Cost of Operating Field Choppers, Oneida County, New York, 1949”, MS
Retson, George C., “Commercial Poultry Farming in Nova Scotia”, MS

1951-1952

Doctors of Philosophy

Carroll, Thomas F., “Agricultural Development of Central Chile”, PhD
Davis, Lloyd H., “An Examination of Public Policies Relating to Lands Submarginal for Full-time Commercial Farming”, PhD
Doak, Thomas E., “Factors Affecting Annual Milk Production”, PhD
Dominick, Bennett A., Jr., “Merchandising McIntosh Apples under Controlled Conditions - Customer Reaction and Effect on Sales”, PhD
Eastwood, Ralph A., “Economics of Raising Broilers and Costs and Margins of Slaughtering Poultry in Fifteen Cooperative Wholesale Poultry Slaughtering Plants, 1947-48”, PhD
Grayson, Paul E., “The Sampling Significance of Physical Variability Among New York Farms”, PhD
Hinkle, Walter B., “Merchandising Fresh Fruits and Vegetables in Retail Food Stores, Syracuse, NY, 1949-50”, PhD
Kirby, Riley H., “An Analysis of Population Growth as Related to Freedom from Want”, PhD
Thompson, Jack C., “The Techniques of Methods Engineering Applied to Agricultural Work — Theory and Practice”, PhD
Tremblay, Raymond H., “Farm Management Adjustments in Cabot and Marshfield, Vermont, 1926-1950”, PhD
West, Quentin M., “Some Alternative Sampling Techniques in the Measurement of Farm Business Characteristics”, PhD

Masters of Science
Carpenter, Kendall S., “Estimation of the Costs of Producing Eggs in New York State”, MS
Clark, Lewis E., “Pen Stables on New York Farms”, MSA
Cruz, Efrain D., “A Sample Census of Agricultural Production in Puerto Rico, 1949”, MSA
Gatty, Ronald, “Fiji: Problems of Economic Development”, MS
Hough, John W., “Marketing Practices of Thirty-Two Wholesale Poultry Slaughterhouses in New York City, 1950”, MSA

Hunt, George E., “A Summary of Information Available in Preparation for a Poultry Enterprise Study in Ontario”, MS
Janlekha, Kamol O., “A Preliminary Study of the Economic Condition of Rice Farmers in Bangchan, Thailand”, MS
Loomis, Clifton W., “The Production, Use and Farm Storage of Wheat and Other Grains in the New York Wheat Belt”, MS
Mellor, John W., “A Short Form Survey Method for Poultry Studies”, MS
Morehouse, Donald F., “The Agriculture of Lewis County, New York”, MSA
Saunders, Richard F., “Farm Mortgage Experience in Lansing Township, Tompkins County, NY, 1933-1950”, MS
Sigsbee, Harold J., “An Analysis of Town Highway Costs, in New York”, MSA
Silva-Torres, Carlos, E., “Labor Efficiency in Harvesting Sugar Cane in Puerto Rico, 1950”, MSA
Young, George D., “County Road Administration and Finance in New York with Special Attention to Bridges”, MSA
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Carpenter, George A., “An Economic Analysis of Cooperative Bargaining Associations in the Processed Vegetable Industry”, PhD
Henderson, Peter L., “Influence of Selected Marketing Services on Apple Sales”, PhD
Kantner, Arthur H., “Marketing Eggs in Retail Food Stores”, PhD
Krueger, Robert J. C., “A Study of the Difference Between Farm and Retail Prices - One Fruit and Eleven Vegetables, 1930-1950”, PhD
Mack, Voyce J., “An Economic Study of 155 Negro Owner-Operator Farms in Jefferson Davis County, Mississippi”, PhD

Shera, Ahmad Z. A., “A Study of Agricultural Credit as Related to Land Reform with Possible Application to Under-Developed Areas”, PhD

Smith, Robert S., “Intra-Family Farm Transfers in New York”, PhD

Story, Robert P., “The Finance and Management of Vermont Dairy Farms”, PhD

Masters of Science

Aplin, Richard D., “Consumer Demand for High-Quality Eggs”, MS
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Hrabovsky, John P., “A Study of Processes in Farm Purchase-Decisions”
Hsu, Yu-Chu, “Income Variability and Resource Productivity of Rice Farms in Changwa and Nantou Counties, Taiwan, China”
Lele, Uma J., “Efficiency of Jowar Marketing: A Study of Regulated Markets in Western India”
Manger-Cats, Sebald G., “Land Tenure Problems and Economic Development in Guatemala”
Nicholson, Donald R., “Milk Supplies in Relation to Federal Milk Marketing Orders”

Garrido-Lecca, Guillermo, “The Measurement of Production Efficiency in Peruvian Traditional Agriculture, the Case of Vicos”
Gruel, John S., “A Managerial Analysis of a New York State Feed Manufacturing Firm, 1963”
Hughes, Earl M., “Time Spent on Entrepreneurial Activities by Dairy Farm Operators”
Kawamoto, Yasuo, “A Study of Management of a Chemical Fertilizer Company in Japan”
Lowry, Austin C., “Forecasting the Farm Price of Apples for Canning and Freezing in New York State”
Marzolf, Wayne W., “Commercial Swine Enterprises, New York State, 1963-64”
McThenia, Thomas C., “An Analysis of Grocery Shipments by Grocery Manufacturers”
Nollen, Stanley D., “Brand Preference in Fluid Milk”
O’Dwyer, Thomas, “Costs of Rehandling Milk Through Depots, and Other Items Offsetting Economies of Size in Fluid Milk Processing”
Oliver, Byron D., “An Analysis of Dry Grocery Receiving at Chain Warehouses”
Ortel, Dennis D., “The Transfer and Financing of Large Farms in New York State, 1960-64”
Razzouk, Sabah N., “Regional Variation in Corn Yield per Acre in the United States”
Stewart, Charles E., “The Production and Sale of Western New York State Apple Varieties”
Stillions, Eugene L., “Area Food Procurement in the Army and Air Force Exchange Service - A Case Study”

Masters of Science


Nollen, Stanley D., “Brand Preference in Fluid Milk”
O’Dwyer, Thomas, “Costs of Rehandling Milk Through Depots, and Other Items Offsetting Economies of Size in Fluid Milk Processing”
Oliver, Byron D., “An Analysis of Dry Grocery Receiving at Chain Warehouses”
Ortel, Dennis D., “The Transfer and Financing of Large Farms in New York State, 1960-64”
Razzouk, Sabah N., “Regional Variation in Corn Yield per Acre in the United States”
Stewart, Charles E., “The Production and Sale of Western New York State Apple Varieties”
Stillions, Eugene L., “Area Food Procurement in the Army and Air Force Exchange Service - A Case Study”
Williams, Samuel, “The Procurement of Brand Name Nonperishable Items for Army Commissary Stores in Europe”

1966-67

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Allen, John W., “A Study of the Nature of Collective Bargaining in the Retail Food Industry”

Henning, Robin G., “California Grapes - An Economic Allocation Problem”


Shashoua, Leon, “Long-Range Projections of Investment in Dairy Housing in New York State”

Simon, Sheldon R., “Changes in Income, Consumption, and Investment in an Eastern Uttar Pradesh Village”

Weaver, Thomas E., “Irrigation and Agricultural Development in Raipur District, Madhya Pradesh, India”

Weightman, Paul W., “Financial Incentive Plans for Farm Labor in New York State”

Wing, Kenneth E., “Central Market Quotation Pricing of Eggs”

**Masters of Science**

Anderson, Brenda A., “Problems Associated with Mandatory Grade Labeling for Food Products at the Consumer Level”

Ashraf, Khalid, “Survey Research in Pakistan: An Analysis of Field Problems”


Cornejo-Loyola, Ruben, “Relationship Between Farm Income and Farm Size on Small Farms in the Suata-Taiguaiguay Irrigation System, Aragua State, Venezuela”

Esteves, Julio J., “An Economic Appraisal of Farming in the El Cenizo Irrigation District of Venezuela”

Ferguson, Donald S., “The Nigerian Beef Industry”

Fernando, Annesley P., “Ceylon Tea - Retrospect and Prospect”

Gould, James S., “Effects of Special Merchandising Practices on the Sale of Poultry”

Handy, Charles R., “A Critique of Traditional Market Performance Measures in the Food Industry”

Holder, David L., “Variability in the Rate of Chicken Sales”

LeNaelou, Simon Y., “The Market for Fresh Carrots in Quebec”


Meyer, Richard L., “An Examination of the Role of Cooperatives in the Modernization Process in Rural Peru”


Schroeder, Mark C., “The Transportation Requirement of the New York Sugar Beet Industry”

Schulz, Stanley E., “Space Allocation in Supermarkets”

Smith, Stuart E., “Economic Analysis of the Dairy Herd Feeding Program”

Steinhardt, Frederick P., “Center-Cut Corn Silage as an Alternative to Harvesting Grain Corn”


1967 - 1968

**Doctors of Philosophy**


Dar, Ashok K., “Domestic Terms of Trade and Economic Development in India”

Frampton, Alan R., “Internal and External Implications of Changes in United States Imports of Milkfat”
Jogaratnam, Thambapillai, “Food in the Economy of Ceylon”
Khoo, Swee Joo, “Malayan Exports: Instability and Prospects”
Kipps, Paul H., “The Organization and Structure of the Fluid Milk Industry of Mexico City”
Lovering, James H., “Agricultural Development Possibilities, Southeastern Renfrew County, Ontario”
Mao, Yu-kang, “A Case Study of Economic Effects of Land Consolidation on Farms in Chichow Area, Changhua Hsien, Taiwan, 1962-63”
Nyberg, Albert J., “The Philippine Coconut Industry”
O’Dwyer, Thomas, “Determination of the Optimum Number, Location and Size of Dairy Manufacturing Plants”
Rogalla, John A., “Farm Business Expansion in an Economically Disadvantaged Region of the Northeastern United States”
Subotnik, Abraham, “The Development of an Economic Model for Policy Decision-Making in Israel”

Masters of Science
Arkin, Israel H., “Opportunities for Marketing Israeli Avocados in Western Europe”
Bair, William D., “Food Aid Programs in Northeast Brazil, 1962 to 1966”
Bethke, Klaus W., “Economic Evaluation of a Colombian Irrigation Project”
Burton, Kenneth W., “A Study of Comparative Advantage Between Cane and Beet Sugar Production”
Consoli, Thomas M., “Expanding the Fresh Market for New York State Produced Pears”
Cronhimer, John E., “An Analysis of Supermarket Location Methods in Urban Renewal Projects”
Feinman, Earl S., “Changes in the Use of Credit on Selected New York Dairy Farms, 1962-64”
Gapud, Jose D., “A Case Study of the Effects of Supervised Credit on Farm Output, the Farm Business, and Credit Practices Among Selected Farmer-Borrowers Served by the Legaspi Branch of the Development Bank of the Philippines”
Hayward, George S., “An Analysis of the Life Cycle of the Supermarket”
Hazell, Peter B., “An Application of Linear and Quadratic Programming to Enterprise Combination Decisions for an Intensive, Fresh Market Vegetable Farm”
Hinman, Robert C., “The Economic Impact of Reservoir Recreation on the Whitney Point Microregion of New York State”
Ingraham, Charles R., “Out-of-stock in Retail Food Stores”
Laposata, Joseph S., “Subsistence Preparation by Electronic Energy Diffusion Speed: An Analysis of the Field Speed Feeding Concept within an Army Division”
Ledesma, Arturo J., “The Marketing of Philippine Sugar to the United States”
Lee, Jil Hyun, “Economic Value of Korean Farmers’ Education: Their Productivity and Earnings”
Libby, Lawrence W., “The Nature of Urban-Industrial Change—The Data for Rural Townships in New York State”
MacLaren, Donald, “Forecasting the Seasonal Increase in Potato and Onion Prices”
Michalopoulos, George J., “The Demand for Greek Tobacco in the United States”
Morton, David W., “An Intersector Study of Transactions in a Small Fishing, Farming, and Summer Recreation Region”

Neveux, Jean-Paul, “Changes in the Location of 100 Leading Egg Producing Counties in the United States”

Pedroso, Iby A., “Industrial Mono-Culture versus Food Crops: Some Economic Obstacles to the Production of Food in the Piracicaba Zone, Sao Paulo, Brazil”

Rojas, Carlos J., “Factors Affecting the Yields of Major Crops on Small Farms and the Suata-Taiguaiguay Irrigation District, Aragua State, Venezuela”

Romm, Jeffrey M., “Benefit Estimation for Water-Based Recreation Facilities”

Scovil, Harold R., “Marketing of Christmas Trees in New Brunswick, Canada”

Simmons, Emma B., “The Food Balance Sheet as a Parameter of Tropical Food Economics: The Case of Mauritius”

Singh, Hardev, “Seasonal Price Patterns and Futures Trading in Onions in New York State from 1949 through 1966”

Smith, Allyn D., “An Exploratory Study of Understanding and Opinion of Food Marketing by Eleventh Grade Students in Clinton County, New York”

Smith, Terry L., “An Intra-Market Analysis for Supermarket Site Location”

Tan, Bock Thiam, “Economics of Fertilizer Use and Drainage Improvements: Northern New York”

Trattel, George C., “Capital Costs and Performance Characteristics of Free Stall Housing Systems”

Tubbs, Alan R., “A Balance Sheet of New York State Agriculture”

Weatherly, Emory D., “A Feasibility Study of Alternative Methods of Meat Distribution in One Medium Sized Food Chain”

Wilkinson, John L., “Pricing Practices and Attitudes of Rose Bush and Bedding Plant Dealers”

Wunderle, Robert E., “Executive Development in Retail Food Chains”

1968-69

Doctors of Philosophy

Aguirre, Juan A., “The Economics of Milk and Beef Production in the Humid Tropics: A Case Study of San Carlos County, Costa Rica”


Brewer, Thomas A., “Centralization of Union-Management Bargaining and Its Relationship to Performance in the Chicago, Detroit and Buffalo Fluid Milk Markets”

Desai, Gunvantrai M., “Growth of Fertilizer Use in Indian Agriculture—Past Trends and Future Demand”

Echeverria, Roberto P., “The Effect of Agricultural Price Policies on Intersectoral Income Transfers”

Ferster, Geoffrey, “The Economic Feasibility of Expanding Process Vegetable Production with Supplemental Irrigation Along a Selected Segment of the New York State Barge Canal”


Hardy, Ernest E., “The Agricultural Regions of New York State: A Mid-Century Description”

Harsh, Stephen B., “Design and Application of a Computerized Farm Cost Accounting System”

Heim, Ronald L., “An Integral Formulation of Purchase Allowances into Deterministic and Stochastic Inventory Systems”


Kobayashi, Kazumi, “World Competition in Coarse Grain Trade”

LeNaelou, Simon Y., “A Marketing Information Model for the New York State Apple Industry”

Nichols, John P., “Relative Responses to Advertising Alternatives in the Apple Industry”

Nightingale, Ray W., “The Modernization Decision in Indian Urban Fluid Milk Markets”
Saad, Abdel-Hamid, “Econometric Projections of Vegetable Crops: New York State, the United States, and Other Selected Regions”
Tadros, Mafhous E., “A Game-Theoretic Model for Farm Planning Under Uncertainty: An Application to a Cash Crop Farm in New York State”
Weiss, Moshe, “Quantitative Analysis of Egg Price Quotations”

**Masters of Science**

Cahill, Ralph D., “A Sales and Investment Analysis of a Proposed Supermarket Location”
Chang, Dong-Sup, “Management Analysis on Dairy Farms in Central New York”
Dunn, Douglas, T., “An Evaluation of Small-Scale Family Poultry Projects in Huila, Colombia”
Emerson, Peter M., “Changes in Relative Prices for Maine and Idaho Potatoes”
Fretheim, Anders, “Location and Competition Between Types of Resort Accommodations for the Family Market with Emphasis on Campgrounds”
Fritsch, Conrad F., “Rapid Information Processing: A Regional Model for Cold Storage Apple Inventories”
Haines, Jeremiah E., “Consumer Preferences for Selected Characteristics of Easter Lilies and Potted Chrysanthemums”
Hirashima, Shigemochi, “Land Reform, Political Structure, and Agricultural Development—A Case Study of West Pakistan”
Lines, Allan E., Farm Business Management: Sixty Years of Changes, 1907-1967”

Nielsen, Egon Greger, “The Choice of Production Functions for Milk and Its Effect on Farm Organization”
Noyce, Philip B., “Location, Resource and Personal Factors Affecting the Rate of Investment in New Dairy Buildings”
Partridge, Henry R., “A Study of Federal Farm Loans Made in Lowndes and Montgomery Counties from January 1920 to January 1934” (Conferred in 1969 as of 1936)
Smith, Reginald H., “Food Retailing in Urban Renewal Areas”
Stevens, Virgil J., “Farmers’ Use of New York State Employment Service to Recruit Regular Labor, 1966”
Walter, Alan S., “An Exploration of Methods for Classifying Farms in Performance Terms at the Subregional Level”
Zivic, Louis J., “The Characteristics and Cross-over Shopping Patterns of Discount Food and Department Store Customers”

**1969-70**

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Crawford, Terry L., “Managing a Data Information System”
Farruk, Muhammad O., “Structure and Performance of the Rice Marketing System in East Pakistan”
Handy, Charles R., “A Model of Market Structure and Competition in the Food Industries”
Meyer, Richard L., “Debt Repayment Capacity of the Chilean Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries”
Oliver, Byron D., “Food Shopping Behavior and Attitudes of Highrise Apartment and Suburban Consumers”
Raquibuzzaman, Mohammad, “An Economic Appraisal of the Sugar Policies of Developed Countries and the Implication of These Policies to Developing Nations”
Silvestre, Helios, “Demand Analysis: An Attempt to Develop a Methodology for Detecting the Points in Time Where Structural Changes Took Place”

Masters of Science

Barry, Francis D., “The Roxbury Opportunities Industrialization Center: An Economic Case Study of Self Help Job Training in the Ghetto”
Elberg, Elisa A., “An Analysis of Farm-Level Prices and Marketing Margins for Tart Cherries”
Falusi, Abiodun O., “Production Function Analysis of a Sample of New York Dairy Farms”
Friday, Richard E., “The Local Road Needs of Dairy Farmers in the Appalachian Region of New York State.”
Gladhart, Peter M., “The Role of Spontaneous Land Settlement in Economic Development: Santo Domingo de Los Colorados, Ecuador”
Haugse, Lars, “Orchard Design and How the Number of Trees Per Acre Affects Yield and Profitability in Fresh Market Apple Production”
Helfst, Frederic A., “The Relationships Between Changes in Prices and Changes in Sales of Retail Eggs”
Hull, William M., “A Study of Bank Agricultural Specialists”
Kolawole, Michael I., “An Economic Study of Cocoa Production in Nigeria”
Lewis, Rosalind B., “Consumer Egg Purchasing Practices”
Onodera, Takeo, “Application of Linear Programming to Milk Industry Management”
Payne, Norman E., “An Incremental Cost Analysis of Corporate Supermarkets - A Case Study On Division”
Ruffin, John W., “Attitudes and Behavior of Black Low Income Urban Food Shoppers”

Shabman, Leonard A., “The Effects of Personal Income Distribution of New York State Administered Expenditures for Outdoor Recreation”
Shortlidge, Richard L., “The Profitability of Educational Investment in India”
Stafford, Thomas H., “Determining the Profitability of Franchised Supermarkets - A Case Study of One Company”
Thiuri, Philip J., “The Middle African Dilemma: A Study of the Implications of the Present Primary Products Oriented Economy of Middle Africa”
Zuttermeister, John P., “Procedures for Reducing Estimation Errors in Rapid Information Systems”

1970-71

Doctors of Philosophy

Dunham, Wallace C., “The Role of National Trade Associations in the Food Industry”
Gessaman, Paul H., “A Study of the Impact of Transportation on Land Use and Rural Life in Four Southern Tier Counties of New York”
Greene, Brook A., “Rate of Adoption of New Farm Practices in the Central Plains, Thailand”
Hammonds, Timothy M., “Utilization of Protein Ingredients in the U.S. Food Industry”
MacLaren, Donald, “Agriculture and the Trade Balance of the United Kingdom: A Theoretical and Econometric Analysis”
McCullough, T. David, “Unit Pricing in Supermarkets: Alternatives, Costs and Consumer Reaction”
Romm, Jeffrey M., “Nuclear Power, Cayuga Lake, and Economics”
Schroder, Mark C.W., “The Impact of the Sonauli-Pokhara Highway on the Regional Income and Agricultural Production of Pokhara Valley, Nepal”
Tubbs, Alan R., “Capital Investments in Agricultural Marketing Cooperatives: Implications for Farm Firm and Cooperative Finance”
Weiss, Joseph S., “The Benefits of Broader Markets Due to Feeder Roads and Market News: Northeast Brazil”
Wilkerson, L. John, “Factors Influencing Consumer Acceptance of Fluid Milk Substitutes”

Masters of Science
Badjeck, Benjamin, “Increasing Productivity and Employment in Tropical Peasant Farming: The Case of the Guys Hill-Highgate Area, Jamaica, West Indies”
Brann, Herman I., “The Root-Crop and Vegetable Industry in Trinidad and Tobago: Present Position and Future Prospects”
Jackson, Geoffrey H., “An Economic Analysis of the Quota on United States Beef Imports”
Karmokalis, Ioannis, “An Analysis of the Strengths and Weaknesses of Cooperatives”
Levinson, F. James, “Nutrition Intervention in Low Income Countries: Its Economic Role and Alternative Strategies”
Montgomery, Roger D., “Land Tenure in Madras: Theory and Practice”
Palmer, David S., “Financial Leasing: Its Significance and Potential for the Acquisition of Capital by Commercial Farmers”
Rezelman, John R., “Economic Analysis of the New York Fertilizer Industry”
Shillingford, John D., “Morphological Characteristics and Agricultural Performance of the Major Land Types in Dominica, West Indies”
Stoll, Roger J., “The Corporate Farm - A Study”
Swanberg, Kenneth G., “A Descriptive Analysis of the Northeastern Fresh Apple Marketing System”

1971-72

Doctors of Philosophy
Anderson, Marvin S., “The Planning and Development of Brazilian Agriculture: Some Quantitative Extensions”
Ferguson, Donald S., “The Economics of Tick Borne Disease Control in Tropical Africa: The Case of Uganda”
Fonck, Carlos O., “Modernity and Public Policies in the Context of the Peasant Sector: Honduras as a Case Study”
Girao, Jose A., “The Impact of Income Instability on Farmers' Consumption and Investment Behavior: An Econometric Analysis”
Kolawole, Michael I., “An Economic Study of Tractor Contracting Operations in Western Nigeria”
Small, Leslie E., “An Economic Evaluation of Water Control in the Northern Region of the Greater Chao Phya Project of Thailand”
Yon, Bernard, “Advertising Expenditure, Time Optimization and Related Firm Behavior”
Masters of Science


Marks, Sherwin J., “Analysis of Food Broker Organizations”

Marukatut, Narong, “Land Hire-Purchase and Land Tenant Cooperatives in Thailand”

Morse, Wendell E., “Alternative Crop Enterprises and Cultural Practices, Capinopolis, Minas Gerais, Brazil”


Ramirez-Moreno, Pablo P., “Labor-Managed Multi-family Production Units in Chilean Agriculture”

Schluter, Michael G., “Differential Rates of Adoption of the New Seed Varieties in India: The Problem of the Small Farm”

Scruton-Wilson, John C., “Consumer Preferences for Alternative Protein Ingredients”


Sullivan, Timothy J., “Pricing Performance in Supermarmarkets - A Case Study of One Chain”

Tecele, Tesfai, “Institutional Factors Influencing the Rate of Capital Formation in Ethiopia’s Agricultural Sector”


Whitby, Martin C., “Labour Transfer from Agriculture in Britain”

Wilcox, Duane E., “Credit, Cooperatives, and Politics: A Case Study of Mexico’s Ejido Bank”

1972-73

Doctors of Philosophy

Bradley, Michael E., “Proposal for Long-Term Apple Processing Contracts”


Levinson, F. James, “An Economic Analysis of the Determinants of Malnutrition Among Young Children in Rural India”


Robertson, Charles A., “Economic Analysis of Ground Water Irrigation in Nueva Ecija, Philippines”

Saleh, Hormoz, “An Econometric Analysis of the Demand for Animal Protein in Iran”


Stafford, Thomas H., “Methods and Costs of Distributing Beef to the Food-Service Industry”

Masters of Science

Aitchison, Robert L., “Performance of Unit Pricing and Advertised Specials in New York State Supermarkets”

Antholt, Charles H., “Implications of Technological Change for Increasing Agricultural Production in the Rapti Valley, Nepal, 1972-81”

Bain, Sterling C., “The Farmer’s Equipment Investment Analysis Problem - A Case Study”


Cordaro, John B., “An Inquiry into the Agency for International Development’s Commercial Studies High Protein Food Program”

Downy, Rob, “An Economic Evaluation of Size-Controlled Apple Orchard Systems”

Errecarte, James R., “Grower Attitudes on Apple Marketing Programs - Western New York State”

Foster, James M., “Cost Sharing in Water Pollution Abatement Programs - Western New York State”

Hunt, Willard C., “The Potential of Agricultural Districts for Solving Land Use Conflicts in a Rural Agricultural Area”

Hurt, Christopher A., “Effect of Alternative Financial and Capital Structures on Cooperative Growth and Progress”

Korchitmet, Buranee, “Seasonal Price Movements of Corn in Thai Export Markets”

Lenahan, Robert J., “An Analysis of In-Store Testing to Determine Consumer Response to Nutritional Information on Food Product Labels”

Mueller, Joseph J., “Development of a Questionnaire and Methods of Analysis for the Measurement of Consumer Attitudes and Beliefs Toward Milk and Other Beverages”

Perry, Allen W., “Recommendations for a Cooperative Education Program at the New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences”

Rosenfeld, David G., “A Study of Consumers at Farm Roadside Markets”

Rukandema, Fred M., “Economic Analysis of Resource Use in Peasant Agriculture: A Case Study of the Finger Millet-Cotton Zone of Uganda”


Velez, Luis E., “Economic Analysis of Alternative Methods of Handling Poultry Manure in New York State”


Virthe, Gerard H., “Competition and New Marketing Policies in the Food Distribution System in Quebec and Its Impact on Small and Medium-sized Stores”

Wang, Hu-mei, “Projections of United States Apple Production”


Odegaard, Knut, “The Changing Role of Marketing Cooperatives in Rural Development: The Tanzanian Approach” (MPS)

1973-74

Doctors of Philosophy

Doering, Otto C., “Malaysian Rice Policy and the Muda River Irrigation Project”

Donovan, Walter G., “Employment Generation in Agriculture: A Study in Mandya District, South India”

Fox, Alan, “An Agricultural Land Use Model for New York State”

Jackson, Geoffrey H., “Milk Supply Response and Some Regional Implications for Dairy Policy in the United States”

Merkens, Paul W., “Risk Acceptance in Public Water Supply: A New York City Case Study”

Montgomery, Roger D., “The Link Between Trade and Labor Absorption in Rural Java: An Input-Output Study of Jogjakarta”

Pierson, Thomas R., “Economies of Size in Grocery Distribution Centers”


Schluter, Michael G., “The Interaction of Credit and Uncertainty in Determining Resource Allocation and Incomes on Small Farms, Surat District, India”

Shillingford, John D., “Financial Potential and Welfare Implications of Sugar Cane Harvest Mechanization on Jamaican Plantations”


Tecle, Tesfai, “An Economic Evaluation of Agricultural Package Programs in Ethiopia”


Masters of Science

Akenda-Ondoga, Valentine J., “An Analysis of Resource Availability, Utilization and Productivity in the Agriculture of Uganda”


Huffsmith, Hal H., “A Descriptive Study of the Premium Finger Lakes Wine Industry in New York State”

Kreitman, Richard C., “An Economic Analysis of the New Agrarian Reform Programs for El Cenizo, Venezuela”

McCluney, Allen W., “Toward Effective Participation by Private Environmental Groups in the Corps of Engineers Planning Process”


McGregor, Andrew M., “Capital Rent Extraction and the Survival of the Producer Cooperative”

Smith, Peter E., “Lowfat Milk Consumption, Processing, and Product Standards in New York State”

Sohocki, Dennis D., “The Political Economy of the National Flood Insurance Program”

Vagasky, Jane E., “Effects of a Change in Retail Food Pricing Policy”

Foti, John A., “A Look at Some of the Operational and Administrative Problems Involved in Implementing P.L. 480, Title II, in South Vietnam” (MPS)

1974-75

Doctors of Philosophy

Desai, Bhupendra M., “Relationships of Consumption and Production in Changing Agriculture: A Study in Surat District, India”

Hirashima, Shigemoshi, “Interaction Between Institutions and Technology in Developing Agriculture - A Case Study of the Disparity Problems in Pakistan Agriculture”

Popkin, Barry M., “Vitamin A. Deficiency in the Philippines: The Development and Analysis of Alternative Interventions”

Rahman, Radzusan A., “The Economics of the Timber Industry in West Malaysia: A Case Study”

Strang, Daniel R., “An Economic Analysis of the Sources and Magnitudes of Inefficiency in Bulk Milk Assembly in New York State”


Master of Science

Avermaete, Urbain J., “The Differing Roles of Retail Flower Marketing Institutions in Selected Northeast Cities”

Ayers, Herbert W., “An Economic Analysis of Wholesale Milk Distribution in the New York Metropolitan Area”
Colmenares, Adolfo G., “Considerations for a Flood Plain Management Plan in Venezuela”
Craig, Robert G., “A Study of Rural Land Use Involving Land Prices, Landowner Characteristics and Service Needs in the Adirondack Region of New York”
Ferroni, Marco A., “The Impact of Urbanization on Nutrition in Latin America: The Peruvian Experience”
Fridirici, John I., “Factors Affecting Labor Productivity in 28 New York Fluid Milk Plants”
Garcia, Philip, “Pricing and Marketing Arrangements at the Producer Level in the New York Egg Market: A Description and Evaluation”
Irish, Ronald N., “Forecasting Food Prices in the U.S.A.: Review and Requiem”
Krueger, Charles, “Trade Opinions on Factors Influencing the Location of European Cut Flower Production”
Robillard, Paul D., “The Context and Competitiveness of Non-Structural Measures in Flood Damage Reduction Programs”
Roucaud, Yves A., “Consumption Functions for Food in New York State and the United States”
Scholvinck, Johan B., “Preserving Agriculture on Long Island”
Shapouri, Hosein, “The Impact of Credit on Agricultural Production in Iran 1958-68 - Cooperative Credit and Land Reform”
Sheppard, Andrew, “Economic Considerations in Selecting Forage Harvest and Storage Systems on Dairy Farms in New York”
Sheppard, Ruth L., “A Least Cost Ratio Linear Program for Dairy Cows and Heifers”
Staatz, John M., “The Economic and Nutritional Impact of Changes in Agricultural Production Patterns: The Case of the Philippines”
Sutter, Stephen R., “Personal Insurance Programs on Selected New York Dairy Farms”
Wardle Christopher, “Farm and Non-Farm Alternatives for Improving the Economic Position of Limited Resource Farm Families in Central New York State”

Ayres, Ginger L., “Alternative Approaches to Consumer Protection” (MPS)
Mikdadi, Nayer H., “Citrus Growing in South Lebanon, Situation and Prospects” (MPS)
Turner, Thomas B., “Instructor’s Manual for the Cornell University Home Study in Effective Communication” (MPS)

1975-76

Doctors of Philosophy

Kindinger, Paul E., “Costs and Benefits of Marketing Services Provided by Western New York Apple Growers”
Levine, Mark B., “The Use of Information for the Price Determination of Grains for Export”
Schultheis, Michael J., “Population Growth, Labor Utilization and Regional Development in Uganda”
Thompson, Stanley R., “An Econometric Analysis of Sales Response to Generic Fluid Milk Advertising in New York State”

Masters of Science

Beech, Douglas E., “Teaching Units and Lesson Plans for Use in Developing Personal Financial Educational Programs for New York Career Farm Workers”
Collins, Marcia A., “An Analysis of the Dairy Farm Credit Files of a Rural Bank in Western New York”
Davey, Lance E., “The Economics of Mechanical Harvesting of Processing Apples in New York State”
Desai, Shakuntlala S., “Farm Supply Response in India: A Study of Gujarat State”
Edirisinghe, Neville, “Implications of Government Intervention in the Rice Economy of Sri Lanka”
Ender, Gary P., “The Importance of Food Legumes in Nutrition and Farming in the Hills of Nepal”
Escobar, German, “Comparative Analysis and Technical Recommendations Among Minifunsiths’ Production Processes in the Rural Development Project of Eastern Cundinamarca, Colombia”
Hughes, Carolyn N., “The Dynamics of Migratory Settlement in Wayne County, New York State”
Jafri, Syed H., “Price and Quality Comparisons of National Brand and Private Label Food Products”
King, William H., “Land Ownership in Goshen, a Semi-Rural Town in Orange County, New York”
Kraft, Steven E., “Environmental Factors Influencing the Production of Wine Grapes in Commercial Finger Lake Vineyards”
Lassiter, Gregory C., “The Factor Proportions Theory and the Pattern of International Trade”
Lyon, Donna K., “Energy Demand and Water Resource Management: Some Economic Aspects”
Mori, Shinji, “Japanese Settlers in the Amazon Valley”
Orsini, Jan B., “The Reactivation of Idle Cropland in Onondaga County, New York State, in 1974”
Riggins, Steven K., “Methods of Financing Employed in Exporting Agricultural Products - A Case Study”
Shapouri, Shala R., “The Analysis of Demand for Dairy Products in Iran, Teheran - 1972”
Sivapakiam, Chanthrasothy, “Socio-Economic Aspects of Rice Production in the Muda River Irrigation Scheme, Malaysia”
Smith, Erick E., “Energy and Other Resource Use in New York State Dairy Farming”
Mayolm, Virgilio A., “Possible Agri-Business Opportunities for the Dominican Republic” (MPS)
Murphy, Phillip B., “Development of Working Executive Development Program for the ‘XYZ’ Company” (MPS)
Wiggans, Richard E., “Farm Viability Changes in Steuben County between 1936 and 1975” (MPS)

1976-77

Doctors of Philosophy

Hiser, Michel Lee, “An Interindustry Analysis of Clinton County, New York”
Matlon, Per J., “The Size Distribution, Structure and Determinants of Personal Income Among Farmers in the North of Nigeria”
Ranade, Chandrashekhar G., “Distribution from Benefits from New Agricultural Technologies: A Study at Farm Level”
Traill, W. Bruce, “Incorporation of Risk Variables in Econometric Supply Response Models”
Varner, Michael, “Advertising and Conglomeration in the Food Processing Industries”

Masters of Science

Bouchard, Gregory J., “A Dairy Farm Growth Planning Model”
Eriksen, John H., “A Regional Analysis of the Livestock Sub-Sector of the Malian Economy: Problems and Potential”


LeBlanc, Michael R., “A Transportation Model for the United States Coal Industry”


Matthews, Alan H., “The Impact of Price and Technological Change on Irish Agricultural Output and Employment”

Nozzolio, Michael F., “Legislative Turnover in Selected New York State Counties: Before and After “One Person, One Vote””


Ball, John W., “Patterns of Agricultural District Formation in Columbia County, New York” (MPS)

Brubacher, Ray, “A Comparison Study of Land Policies and Local Participation in Kenya and Tanzania” (MPS)

1977-78

Doctors of Philosophy

Burger, Viet, “The Economic Impact of Tourism in Nepal: An Input-Output Analysis”

Ejiga, Nathaniel O., “Economic Analysis of Storage, Distribution, and Consumption of Cowpeas in Northern Nigeria”


Flaim, Theresa A., “Structure of the U.S. Petroleum Industry: Concentration, Vertical Integration and Joint Activities”


Garcia, Philip, “Market Linkages of Small Farms: Study of the Maize Market in Northern Vera Cruz, Mexico”

German, Gene A., “Dynamics of Food Retailing, 1900-1975”

Karunasekara, Malavana J., “Productivity Technological Choice and Distribution of Income in Taiwan’s Agricultural Sector, 1946-1975”

Madjd, Mohammad G., “Policies Concerning Sugar Production in Iran”


Riggins, Steven K., “Corn Marketing in Western New York”

Rukandema, Fred M., “Resource Availability, Utilization and Productivity on Small Scale Farms in Kakamega District, Western Kenya”


Sepulveda, Sergio S., “The Impact of Modern Technologies upon Employment and Factors’ Return in Integrated Rural Development Districts in Colombia”


Sobrinho, Antonio D., “Technology and Performance of Brazilian and Foreign Firms in Sao Paulo”

Unsal, M. Fahri, “The Impact of an Alternative Price Policy Which Incorporates Transportation and Storage Costs into the Set of TMO Purchase and Sale Prices with Konya as a Base”
Masters of Science

Fohner, George R., “The Formation of Agricultural Districts as a Political Process: A Case Study and Its Implications for Public Policy”

Fowers, J. Clark, “A Study of Dairy Farm Management Factors Associated with Labor and Management Income per Operator on New York Dairy Farms”


Moss, Jerry Lee, “The Profitability of Agricultural Loans for New York State Commercial Banks”


Rettger, Michael J., “An Economic Analysis of Alternative Federal Flood Damage Assistance Programs”


Scherr, Sara J., “Development, Employment and Equity in Mexico: The Case of the Papaloapan Basin”

Tregaskis, David W., “Description of the Physical Characteristics of a Conventional Grocery Distribution Center and Identification of Efficiency Measures Relevant to Physical Distribution”

Van Dam, William C., “Labor Productivity for Milk Manufacturing Plants in the New York Milkshed”


Chaudeng, Beng J., “A Study of Kubang Sepat Farmers Association and Its Role in Modernizing Subsistence-Oriented Agriculture” (MPS)


Milem, Philip, “Grower Considerations for a Partial Conversion of Processing Apple Production to Production of Fresh Market Apples” (MPS)


1978-79

Doctors of Philosophy

Hart, Gillian P., “Labor Allocation Strategies in Rural Javanese Households”

Kohl, David M., “Merchant and Dealer Credit in New York State”


Monardes, Alfonso T., “An Economic Analysis of Employment in Small Farm Agriculture: The Central Valley of Chile”

Scholvinck, Johan, “Migration and Population Growth in Rural Areas of New York State”

Tyrrell, Timothy J., “An Application of the Multinomial Logit Model to Predicting the Pattern of Food and Other Household Expenditures in the Northeastern United States”


Masters of Science

Bodington, Jeffrey C., “Economic Policy and Enhanced Oil Recovery on the Outer Continental Shelf”

Caron, James A., “The Economics of Rail Freight Transportation: Rate Regulation, Excess Capacity and Competition”

Dijkerman, Dirk W., “Examining the Effects of the New Agricultural Technologies on Producer Motivation: Case Study of Thanjavur District, South India”

Ewell, Peter T., “Uxpanapa: Resettlement and Agricultural Development in the Mexican Tropics”
Hiemstra, Stephen W., “Dual Market Structures in the Food Economy of Puerto Rico”
Md:Issa, Abu Hassan B., “The Performance of Padi Production Credit Scheme in the Muda Area, Malaysia”
O’Brien, Patricia M., “Nutrition in Policy and Planning the Rural Sector”
Okorie, Aja, “The Demand for Cocoa in Major Consuming Markets, 1953-75: Implications for Cocoa Producers”
Taggart, James G., “An Econometric Examination of the Beef Industry in New York State”

1979-80

Doctors of Philosophy

Crawford, Eric W., “A Programming-Simulation Study of Constraints Affecting the Long-Run Income-Earning Ability of Traditional Dryland Farming Systems in Northern Nigeria”
Doraswamy, Gorantla, “Mechanization and Its Effect on the Demand for and Supply of Agricultural Labor in Chittor District of India”
Dosayla, Edgardo D., “A Cross-Section Analysis of Food Consumption in the Philippines”
Ender, Gary P., “The Development of Road Transportation in Nepal and Its Relationship to Agricultural Development”
Ferroni, Marco A., “The Urban Bias of Peruvian Food Policy: Consequences and Alternatives”
Kraft, Steven E., “Performance Classification of New York Soils: The Farmer’s Perspective”
Mijandadi, Ndanusa B., “Production Efficiency on Farms in Northern Nigeria”
Richmond, Daleen D., “An Export Commodity Marketing Computer Simulation Game”

Masters of Science

Berman, Peter A., “Village Health Workers in Developing Countries: Evidence of Effectiveness and Efficiency”
Callear, Diana L., “National Agricultural Policy and the International Wheat Market”
Coyle, James R., “Technological Change and Relative Factor Shares”
Eddy, Edward D., “Labor Use and Land Use on Mixed Farms in the Pastoral Zone of Niger”
Harbert, Lloyd S., “Trade Adjustment Assistance and the United States Sugar Industry”
McGuire, David P., “Farm Expansion and the Limits to Growth: Experiences of Large New York Dairymen”
Man, Abu Bakar, “An Econometric Analysis of the World Natural Rubber Market”
Shiras, George P., “Land Reform and Technical Change on Rice Farms in the Central Luzon Plain, Philippines”
Thompson, Peter, “Economic Aspects of Pest Management: An Investigation of Savings to Apple Growers in New York State”

1980-81

Doctors of Philosophy

Albisu, Luis M., “Analysis of Supply, Trade and Prices for Oranges and Mandarins in the Mediterranean Area”


Dunne, James F., “Estimating the Use Value of Agricultural Land for Farm Assessments in New York State”


Gossard, Alan B., “A Microcomputer-Based Program for Developing Farm Level Marketing Strategies for Corn”

Monares, Anibal, “The Potato Seed System in the Andean Region: The Case of Peru”

Masters of Science

Allen-Crawford, John A., “Problems of Property Type Classification in the Real Property Assessment System in Rural Areas of New York”

Atkin, Michael J., “The Demand for Apples and Its Implications for New York Apple Growers”


Buchanan, Susan G., “Egypt: Subsidy and Import Policies for Wheat and Other Foods”

Charles, Clifton E., “An Economic Evaluation of Import Substitution of Livestock Feed in the Caribbean Community”


Dalrymple, William J., “Cooperative Equity Financing”


Kyereme, Stephen S., “Transmission of Monthly Farm Prices of Eggs to the Retail Level for Selected Cities in the United States”

Law, Mary S., “Attitudes on Cooperative Performance - A Case Study”

Mann, Gregory S., “A Stochastic Analysis of Farm Machinery Selection and the Operations Scheduling Problem”

Morentz, Deborah S., “Effects of Recent Changes in the Food Stamp Program on Participation and Food Consumption”

Offutt, Susan E., “The Empirical Analysis of Instability with Applications to Agriculture”

Rice, Gary D., “Farm Business Insurance on New York Dairy Farms”

Ruther, Nancy L., “Critical Factors Influencing Beef Price Movements”

Sanchez, Orlasndo A., “Demand, Supply and Price Structure for the Venezuelan Hog Industry”

Spathis, Paul, “The Impact of Deregulating Reconstituted Milk on Milk Consumption in the Northeast”


Dayal, Pratima, “Financing Small Farmers in India: Problems and Prospects” (MPS)

1981-82

Doctors of Philosophy

Bailey, Charles R., “Cattle Husbandry in the Communal Areas of Eastern Botswana”
Considine, Timothy J., “A Regional Economic Analysis of Energy Pricing and Taxation Policies”
Hosseini-Nasab, Ebrahim, “Forecasting of Agricultural Production: The Case of Staple Foods in West Java, Indonesia”
Lassiter, Gregory C., “The Impact of Animal Traction on Farming Systems in Eastern Upper Volta”
LeBlanc, Michael R., “A Behavioral Model of New York State Electrical Utilities”
Offutt, Susan E., “Structure of the United States Corn Market and the Impact of Export Instability”
Young, Ralph, “An Economic Analysis of Uncertainty in Rice Production”

Masters of Science
Alba, Pedro, “Implications of Expanding Manufactured Exports for Employment and Energy Usage in the Northeastern United States”
Catherwood, Barbara M., “The Political Economy of Coffee”
Colburn, James T., “A Quantitative Analysis of School Finance in New York State”
Fixell, Drew S., “Energy Conservation in Rental Housing: Space Heating and the Implications of the Metering System”
Foik, Ingrid, “An Econometric Analysis of the Economics of Yogurt Advertisement”
Gabler, Eric C., “An Economic Analysis of Rice Culture in South Korea”
Jurey, Dwight E., “Agriculture Among the Lopit Latuka in Eastern Equatoria, Sudan”

Lessner, Rochelle, “The Translog Production Model: An Application to the Analysis of Small Farmers in Two Villages of Nepal”
Lowenberg-DeBoer, James, “Getting Started in Farming, 1910, 1930, 1950 and 1978”
Mekonnen, Hatlu, “Determinants of Cereal Import Demand in Principal Food Aid Recipient African Countries: An Econometric Analysis”
Nsibanze, Esther P., “The Economics of Cattle Ranching in Machakos District - Kenya”
Rasmussen, Karin H., “An Analysis of Fed Cattle Marketing in New York State and the Potential for Cooperatives”
Sanusi, Nanu Achmad, “Rural Household Income and Expenditure in Village B, West Java, Indonesia”
Sheales, Terence C., “Intertemporal Basis Behavior on the Chicago Wheat Future Market”
Slott, Michael, “Economic Aspects of Woodfuel Use in New York State”
Vellutini, Roberto S., “Forecasting with Expectations Models: An Analysis of Electric Utilities’ Forecasts”
Bobel, Philip L., “Overcoming Historical Agricultural Cost Sharing Problems in Developing the Rural Clean Water Programs” (MPS)
Dayal, Naresh, “Wheat Cultivation in China and India - A Comparative Study” (MPS)

June 1982 through January 1984

Doctors of Philosophy
Ahmed, Mushtaq, “Effects of Modern Rice Production Technology on Employment, Income Shares and Efficiency in Bangladesh”
Alba, Pedro, “Agricultural Commodity Shocks and Inflation: An Econometric Model for Policy Analysis”
Arifin, Sulton, “The Economic Analysis of Farm Tractor Adoption in South Sulawesi, Indonesia”
Childs, Robin A., “A Dynamic Programming Approach to Apple Orchard Replacement”

Dillon, Harbrinderjit S., “A Social and Economic Assessment of the North Sumatra Small Holder Development Project”

Edirisinghe, Neville, “Behavioral Thresholds as Indicators of Perceived Dietary Adequacy or Inadequacy”

Fohner, George R., “The Value of Information for Pest Management for Potatoes”


Hertel, Thomas W., “The Pricing of Publicly Controlled Natural Resources: A General Equilibrium Approach”


O’Brien-Place, Patricia M., “Impact of Inflation on Least-Cost Diets in the United States”

Oluoch-Kosura, Willis A., “An Economic Analysis of Small Farm Mechanization in Western Province, Kenya”

Roller, Vaughn D., “Cost Efficiency in Food Distribution Centers”

Santos, Cynthia L., “Identifying the Nutritionally Vulnerable Household in the Philippines”

Scherr, Sara J., “Resolving the Agriculture-Petroleum Conflict: The Experience of Cacao Smallholders in Mexico”

Spathis, Paul D., “The Impact of Fluctuating Grain and Soybean Prices on Livestock Producers and Consumers in the U.S.”

Surbakti, Pajung, “Identifying the Nutritionally Vulnerable Urban and Rural Groups in Indonesia”

Masters of Science


Adu-Asamoah, Richard, “Fishery Management: The Case of Tuna in the Eastern Tropical Atlantic”


Alley, Hugh R., “The Use of Decision Analysis in the Selection of Wetland Evaluation Schemes”

Anderson, Gretchen E., “An Econometric Analysis of Sales in Response to Fresh Apple Advertising, New York City”

Barton, Brian W., “Performance of the Live Cattle Futures Contract: Basis and Forward Pricing Behavior”

Batista, Juan C., “Ethanol Production Using Agricultural Wastes as Feedstocks in Three Regions of New York State”

Bauer, Robert P., “An Economic Analysis of Game and Cattle Ranching on the Athi-Kapiti Plains, Machakos District, Kenya”

Boone, Peter S., “Cereal Import Demand in Selected African Countries”


Casey, Clyde F., “The Sonike Experience with Irrigation: Its Transferability to the Senegal River Basin”

Christensen, Garry N., “FmHA Borrower Characteristics: Progress and Success, 1946-1977”

Dray, Daniel E., “An Econometric Analysis of Household Cheese Purchases in New York City”

Ferguson, Carol A., “A Computer Simulation Game of Technology Adoption and Adaptation”

Fox, Catherine, “The Roles of Cooperatives in Fish Marketing: Evidence from Maine and New Hampshire”

Gourdomichalis, Aliki, “Regional Variability, Modernization, and Agricultural Policy in Post-War Greek Agriculture”
Greenhall, Lawrence J., “Optimal Hedging Levels for Western New York Corn Producers: The Effects of Basis and Yield Risks”

Gutierrez, Victor M., “Agricultural Development Possibilities in the Amazonas Territory of Venezuela”

Hai, Mohammad A., “Factors Affecting Land Use Pattern and Productivity in the Lower Indus Basin, Pakistan”

Key, David M., “Commercial Banking and Agricultural Lending During an Unstable Economic Environment, 1975-80”

Kuiper, Laurie G., “The Effects of Government Subsidies on the Market for Nurse Training”

Mayer, Elizabeth A., “Pacific Northwest Corn Exports: An Historical Analysis with Projections”

Mayer, Joan K., “Incentive Regulation of Public Utility Construction: A Policy Simulation”

Pechman, Carl, “The Impact of Ratepayers on Converting Generating Units from Oil to Coal Burning in New York State”


Querin, Scott F., “Hedging Strategies Utilizing Technical Analysis: An Application to Corn in Western New York”


Rossi, Clifford V., “Economic Effects of Sulphur Oxide Control for New York State Electric & Gas Corporation”

Rozelle, Scott D., “A Cross Section, Time Series Model of the Effects of Mergers on Firm Performance in the Food Processing Industry”

Sehulster, Jean M., “The Potential for Increasing Efficiency in Milk Assembly: A Case Study in Cortland County, New York”

Swinton, Scott M., “Maize or Pesos: Peasant Farming Practices and Off-Farm Employment in Puebla, Mexico”

Taylor, Patricia D., “The Western New York Basis for Corn at Harvest, 1972-82”

Teiman, Michelle L., “Designing Citizen Communication: The Pine Barrens and Groundwater of Long Island”

Tuszynski, Carol A., “The Demand for Oilseeds in West Africa”

Vreeland, C. Curtis, “An Investment Analysis of New York Small Premium Wineries”

Wentzel, Roger A., “The Economics of Soil Conservation in Western New York”


Stathacos, Charles J., “Logistical Problems in Transporting Food Aid to the Sahelian Countries of West Africa” (MPS)

May 1984 through June 1986

Doctors of Philosophy


Baker, Brian P., “Protection of Groundwater from Agricultural Pollution: Institutions and Incentives”

Batista, Juan C., “Regional Opportunity Costs of Producing Milk and the Agricultural Production Effects of Alternative Spatial Pricing Policies in Dairying”

Berman, Peter A., “Equity and Cost in the Organization of Primary Health Care in Java, Indonesia”


Ewell, Peter T., “Intensification of Peasant Agriculture in Yucatan”

Jagger, Craig E., “Addressing Excess Capacity in Wheat Production: An Economic Analysis of Long Range Land Retirement Programs”
Kyereme, Stephen S., “Food Consumption and Poverty Patterns in Ghana”


May, Peter H., “A Modern Tragedy of the Non-Commons: Agro-Industrial Change and Equity in Brazil’s Babassu Palm Zone”

Meyer, Joan K., “Effect of Futures Trading on the Supply of Lumber”

Park, David W., “An Appraisal of Composite Forecasting Methods with Applications to Agricultural Commodity Price Series”

Ramadan, Bassam I., “Food Security in the Arab World: Its Significance and Means of Attainment”

Rossi, Clifford V., “An Institutional and Economic Analysis of Rural Water Supply Infrastructure Deterioration in New York State”

Segerson, Kathleen, “Unilateral Transfrontier Pollution and Economic Independence: A Methodological Study”

Smith, William W., “The Effects of Reforming Electricity Rates on Employment Levels in New York State: A Multi-Sector Analysis”


Velluntini Roberto, “An Economic Analysis of Agricultural Policy Trade-offs in Sao Paulo, Brazil”

Wackernagel, Frederick W., “Rice for the Terraces: Cold-tolerant Varieties and Other Strategies for Increasing Rice Production in the Mountains of Southeast Asia”

Wijayaranta, Chandrasekera M., “Assessing Irrigation System Performance: A Methodological Study with Application to Gal Oya Scheme, Sri Lanka”

Masters of Science


Akita, Yokoyo, “Variability in World Rice Prices”

Alexander, Craig S., “The Economic Impact of Milk Composition and Multiple Component Pricing on Dairy Farmers and Processors of Dairy Products”

Ballarat, Joaquin, “A Comparison of Techniques to Forecast Farm-Retail Marketing Margins: An Application to the Spanish Fresh Potato Market”

Carraro, Kenneth C., “Two Alternative Methods of Funding Agricultural Loans for Commercial Banks in New York State”

Charlesworth, Jeffrey A., “Determinants of Milk and Dairy Product Consumption in the Northeastern United States”

Chesley, Carol M., “The Demand for Livestock Feed in Thailand”

Cook, Richard A., “Cost, Margins and Profitability of Fluid Milk Products in Retail Outlets: A Pilot Project”

Das, Sanjaya, “Factors Affecting Demand for Wheat and Rice from the Public Distribution System in India”

de la Mora, Gabriela, “Long Island Potato Markets and Markets for Alternative Vegetable Crops”

Diz, Fernando, “Measuring Interest Rate Exposure at a Rural Bank Using Duration Gap: A Case Study”

Driscoll, Paul J., “A Monte Carlo Study of Translog Production and Cost Systems”

Durham, Stephen E., “Explaining Market Shares in International High-Value Product Trade: An Econometric Analysis of the Poultry Market”

Eddy, Pamela L., “The Effect of Acid Deposition on Residential Land Values in the Adirondack Park Region”

Fassinger, Paul W., “The Demand for Ocean Recreational from Enhanced Water Quality at New York City Beaches”


Graham, Katherine H., “A Description of the Transition Experiences of 28 New York State Farm Families Forced from Their Farms: 1982-85”
ADVANCED DEGREES CONFERRED

Kelleher, Michael J., “Economic Analysis of Automated Grain Feeding Systems on Dairy Farms in New York State”
Kent, Connie S., “Criteria for and Evaluation of On-Farm Computer Accounting Software”
Laraki, Karim, “The Socio-Demographic Determinants of Low-Fat and Whole Milk Expenditures in the U.S.”
Low, Jan W., “The Economics of Tilapia Culture in Kasai Occidental, Zaire”
Mariana, Mauro, “Production Alternatives for Farmers with Limited Resources in Lewis County, New York”
McDowell, Susan K., “The Effects of Unions on Labor Productivity: An Analysis of the Cattle Kill Floor”
Meenakshi, Jonnalagadda V., “Coconuts and Oil Palm in the Indian Oilseeds Economy”
Mesa-Dishington, Jens K., “Production Costs and Economies of Size in Cheddar Cheese Manufacturing: An Engineering Approach”
Mortara, Fabio A., “Potential Economic Impacts of On-Farm Ultrafiltration on Milk Marketing”
Myers, Julia A., “Production and Feeding Costs of a Bivalve Hatchery”
Narita, Kiichi, “Beef Import Policy of Japan”
Primo-Mandujano, Matilde, “Effects of Selected Merchandising Practices on Retail Apple Sales”
Tovar-Armendariz, Roberto, “Multinational Corporations Market Structure and Performance in the Food Processing Industry of Mexico: An Econometric Analysis”
Uetz, Michael P., “Market Analysis and Strategies for Applesauce”
Warner, Mildred E., “Alternatives for Long Island Agriculture: The Economic Potential of Peaches and Table Grapes”
Wen, Simei, “National and Regional Trends in Production and Productivity for Post-1978 Chinese Agriculture”
Yumkella, Kendah K., “Structural and Performance Changes in the Western New York Corn Market, 1975 to 1984”
Zatycka, Alexander P., “Revitalizing the Sugar Industry of Southern Yucatan: An Economic and Agronomic Evaluation”
Babcock, Peck E., “An Economic Evaluation of the Y-Trellis Apple-Planting System” (MPS)
Comeau, Gabriel V., “An Economic Comparison of Hay Harvesting Systems” (MPS)
Cook, David B., “A Microcomputer Cash Flow Model for Dairy Farmers” (MPS)
Guerra-Mesa, Maria D., “Bananas in the Colombian Economy: Production and Trade” (MPS)
Maloney, Thomas R., “Dairy Product Promotion: An Educational Program” (MPS)
Slider, William Z., “An Assessment of Distribution of Beef to U.S. Army Commissaries” (MPS)

1986-87

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Baidu-Forson, Joseph J., “Economies of Weed Control in the Savanna Regions of Cote D’Ivoire: Choosing an Optimal Alternative, Evaluating Input Characteristics and Determinants of Choice”
Brambila-Paz, Jose, “Agricultural Marketing Modernization as an Instrument of Agricultural Development: The Mexican Case of Maize Marketing”
Rosenfeld, Allen Erwin, “Household Consumption and Farm Valuation Models of Family Farm Agriculture: A Review and Revision”
Starbird, Sterling A., “Inventory Control in an Apple Packing Plant”

**Masters of Science**

Bierlen, Ralph W., “The Causes of Increased Canadian Exports of Fresh Carrots into the U.S.”
Donadio, Nicola, “The Italian Wine Industry and U.S. Wine Imports”
Entwistle, Garth, “Identification and Evaluation of Hedging Strategies that Can Be Utilized by the British Potato Industry on the London Potato Futures Market”
Hogie, Leanne E., “Private Producer Organizations and Production Decisions: The El Fuerte Irrigation District in Northwest Mexico”
Hurst, Susan J., “Assessing Calcium Intake of Women in Two New York Counties”

**Leones, Julie P.**, The Impact of an Agroforestry Project on Upland Farming in San Francisco, Cebu, Philippines
**Meltzer, Martin I.**, “Repartitioning Agents in Livestock: Economic Impact of Porcine Growth Hormone”
**Sharma, Rita**, “Pulses in the Food Economy of India”
**Sharma, Sridar P.**, “An Assessment of Major Factors Underlying the Growth of Cereal Production: A Comparative Study of a Nepal-India Border Area”
**Sinner, James A.**, “An Analysis of Canadian Wheat Export Behavior”
**Stephenson, Mark W.**, “The Effects of Cash Flow on the Milk Supply of Selected Farms in New York State”
**Terestchenko, Agnes**, “A Comparative Analysis of Risk-Free Trade Financing in France and in the United States Using Export Credit Insurance and Confirmed Irrevocable Letters of Credit”
**Conrardy, Peter R.**, “Military Commissaries: What Are They, How They Operate, How Can They Survive” (MPS)
**Schaeffer, Tom C.**, “A History and Evaluation of the Department of Defense Commissary System as a Benefit to Military Personnel: Fort Jackson Case” (MPS)
**Villena, Celena C.**, “Prospects of Corn Production for Self-Sufficiency in the Philippines” (MPS)

1987-88

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Bailey, Elizabeth, “The Use of Risk Analysis in the Evaluation of Genotype Performance in Drought Prone Areas”
Bindlish, Vishva L., “An Analysis of Rice Yield Variability in India Based on District-Level Data: Estimation of the Separate Variances for the High-Yielding and Traditional Varieties and the Role of Expectations in Measuring Variability”

Driscoll, Paul J., “The Econometrics of Duality”


Fassinger, Paul W., “The Economics of Interstate Natural Gas Transmission”

Ferguson, Carol A., “Returns to Irrigation Intensification in Philippine Agriculture Systems”

Hornig, Ellen C., “The Political Economy of U.S. Cheese Import Quotas: The Creation and Capture of Quota Rents and Subsidies”

Jansen, Hans G., “Adoption of Modern Cereal Cultivars in India: Determinants and Implications of Interregional Variation in the Speed and Ceiling of Diffusion”

Laraki, Karim, “Food Consumption and Food Subsidies in Morocco: Justification for Policy Reform”

Massaquoi, Jonathan E., “Agricultural Production Adjustments to Achieve Self-Sufficiency in Rice Production in Sierra Leone”

McGuirk, Anya M., “Technological Change and Agricultural Growth in Punjab, India”

Masters of Science


Fearon, Deborah C., “Attitudes, Preferences, Intentions and Consumer Behavior Toward Milk Products and Selected Competing Beverages”


Maier, Leopold, “Analysis of Multifactor Productivity Change in U.S. Food Manufacturing”

Martin, John C., “Diversification of the Cheddar Cheese Industry Through Specialty Cheese Production: An Economic Assessment”


Meloy, Margaret G., “A Segmentation Analysis of Consumer Attitudes and Usage of Grocery Coupons”


Miller, Lynn Hastings, “A Profitability and Loan Pricing Analysis of a Commercial Bank’s Agricultural Loan Portfolio: A Case Study”

Shane, John G., “Estimating Volatilities for Setting Margins for Soybean Futures”


Faulkner, David F., “A Review of Food Service Contractor History, Accepted Practices, and Costs: An Army and Civilian Sector Comparison” (MPS)

Gunter, Frederick W., “Electronic Trading of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables to New York Institutions: A Feasibility Analysis” (MPS)

1988-89

Doctors of Philosophy

Alwang, Jeffrey R., “The Effect of Commodity Price Policy and Household Structure on Nutritional Status in Cote D’Ivoire”

Christensen, Garry N., “Determinants of Private Investment in Rural Burkina Faso”

Diz, Fernando, “Pricing Fixed Rate Mortgages: A New Approach”

Muse, Benjamin, “U.S. Fresh Haddock Markets and Haddock Imports from Canada”

Thapa, Ganesh B., “The Impact of New Agricultural Technology on Income Distribution in the Nepalese Tarai”

Tulachan, Pradeep M., “The Potential Contribution of Livestock Sector Development to Farm Income and Employment in the Chitwan Valley of Nepal”

Weersink, Alfons J., “The Distributional Impacts of Technical Change on the U.S. Dairy Sector”

**Masters of Science**

Arcila, Andres, “Instensification of Beef Production in the North Coast of Colombia”

Bartz, Cheryl E., “An Economic History of the Sea Otter with Special Reference to the Aleutian and Commander Islands”


Dyk, Deborah R., “Analysis of Brand Promotion from Manufacturer Perspective Using Scanner Data”

Jofre-Giraudo, Eduardo, “The Influence of Computer Information Systems on Dairy Farm Management”

Murray-Prior, Roy Bertram, “Management Strategies for Improving Profitability of Average-Resource Dairy Farms in New York State”

Schmeltz, Glenn C., “Changes in Rail Transportation Rates and Their Effects on Interregional Competition in Feed Grains in the Eastern United States”


Bernal Palacio, Edgar M., “Export Markets for Colombian Processed Passion Fruit” (MPS)

Cann, Hugh M., “New York State and the International Economy: A Study of the International Trade of New York State” (MPS)

Linderman, John R., “Analysis of Trade Deal Effectiveness: A Study of the Professional Dog Food Industry” (MPS)

Moreno, Claudia, “The Supermarket Delicatessen: A Description of the Deli Supermarket, and the Behavior of Non-Deli Shoppers” (MPS)

Washington, Bette R., “Food Acceptability - A Comparative Field Study of Soldier Preference for Army and Retail Shelf Staple Products: Army Tray Rations vs. Hormel Top Shelf” (MPS)

Yamamoto, Masako, “Comparison of Labor Scheduling at Supermarkets Between U.S. and Japan” (MPS)

**1989-90**

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Gomersall, C. Nicholas, “Estimating Dynamic Open Access Models of a Fishery, with Application to the Flemish Cap”

Griffin, David W., “Future Price Uncertainty and Decisions About Appliance Choice and Fuel Use in the Residential Sector”

Heinze-Fry, Gene R., “The Economics of Nuclear Power Plants as They Age: Production (Capacity Factors), Variable Costs, and Retirement”

Meltzer, Martin I., “Livestock Biotechnology: The Economic and Ecological Impact of Alternatives for Controlling Ticks and Tick-Borne Diseases in Africa”

Nelson, Lindie, “Private Woodlands as Household Assets”

Pechman, Carl, “Reliability and Power: The Role of Regulation in Increasing the Competition of Markets for Electric Generation”

Pomeroy, Robert S., “The Economics of Production and Marketing in a Small-Scale Fishery: Matalom, Leyte, Philippines”


Spafford, Margaret Ann, “Differentials in Determinants of the Nutritional Status of Filipino Children: An Application of the New Household Economics”

Masters of Science

Azarcon, Yolanda J., “Public Investment in Irrigation in the Philippines”

Ball, Gwendolyn G., “Food Price Policy in Costa Rica”

Barnes, Raymond J., “Chapter 12 Bankruptcy in New York State”

Dinneny, Richard W., “National and Regional Wheat Acreage Supply Response with Endogenous Participation”


Guareras, Andres E., “Food Demand and Food Policy in Ecuador: Analysis of the Distributional and Nutritional Impacts of the Wheat Import Subsidy”

Sherman, Steven E., “Municipal Solid Waste Management: The Economics of Yard Waste Composting by Local Governments in Westchester County, New York”

Smargiassi, Mary K., “An Econometric Model of the U.S. Honey Industry at the Processor Level Incorporating Price Expectations and Storage Behavior”


Watanabe, Satoko, “Potential Effects of ‘Decoupling’ on the U.S. Rice Industry”

Weld, Francis M., “An Economic Analysis of the Freshwater Finfish Aquaculture in the Mid-Atlantic States”


Bayona, Ricardo A., “A Strategic Plan and a Management Strategy for the Colombian Dairy Company” (MPS)

Bovolato, Luca, “The Video Rental Department in the Retail Grocery Industry: An Analysis of Key Strategic Issues” (MPS)

Crispin, Monika R., “Characteristics of Purchasing Habits of Customers at Pick Your Own Strawberry Farms in Central New York” (MPS)

Mesei, Genesis K., “Design of a Linkage Model Between Marketing Cooperatives and Credit Cooperatives to Enhance the Mobilization and Utilization of Rural Financial Resources: The Case of Northwest Cameroon” (MPS)
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